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Repetition-Based Text IndexesJuha K�arkk�ainenDepartment of Computer ScienceP.O. Box 26, FIN-00014 University of Helsinki, FinlandJuha.Karkkainen@cs.Helsinki.FIhttp://www.cs.Helsinki.FI/Juha.Karkkainen/PhD Thesis, Series of Publications A, Report A-1999-4Helsinki, November 1999, 106 pagesISSN 1238-8645, ISBN 951-45-8917-3AbstractRepetition-based indexing is a new scheme for preprocessing a text to supportfast pattern matching queries. The scheme provides a general framework forrepresenting information about repetitions, i.e., multiple occurrences of thesame string in the text, and for using the information in pattern matching.Well-known text indexes, such as su�x trees, su�x arrays, DAWGs andtheir variations, which we collectively call su�x indexes, can be seen asinstances of the scheme.Based on the scheme, we introduce the Lempel{Ziv index , a new text indexfor string matching. It uses the repetition information in a Lempel{Zivparse, which is a division of the text into non-overlapping substrings withearlier occurrences, and which is also used in the Ziv{Lempel family oftext compression methods. The Lempel{Ziv index o�ers a possibility for aspace{time tradeo�. The space requirement can be smaller than for su�xindexes by up to a logarithmic factor, while the query time is larger but stillsublinear in the length of the text. The only previous text index o�ering aspace{time tradeo� is the sparse su�x tree. The Lempel{Ziv index improveson the results of the sparse su�x tree in many cases.Text indexes for q-gram matching, i.e., for matching string patterns of lengthq, are used in some approximate string matching algorithms. We introducea new repetition-based q-gram index, the Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams,that has asymptotically optimal space requirement and query time providedthat q is a constant or grows slowly enough with respect to the length of thetext. Queries are as fast as with traditional q-gram indexes, but the spacerequirement can be smaller by a logarithmic factor.i



Some additional novel data structures are developed for subproblems arisingin the Lempel{Ziv indexing methods. These include a new variation ofthe su�x tree with a faster query time, a variation of a data structurefor two-dimensional range searching with new possibilities for space{timetradeo�s, and a new data structure, called the nesting leveled list , for therange containment problem.Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject Descriptors:F.2.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: NonnumericalAlgorithms and Problems|pattern matching, sorting and searching,geometrical problems and computationsE.1 Data Structures|treesGeneral Terms:Algorithms, TheoryAdditional Key Words and Phrases:String matching, text indexes, Lempel{Ziv parsing, q-grams, range searching
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Chapter 1IntroductionRepetition-based indexing is a new scheme for preprocessing a text to sup-port fast pattern matching queries. It is quite unlike any previous textindexing method. The basic idea of the scheme is to take advantage of in-formation about repetitions in the text. The scheme is very general and can,in principle, be used in any type of pattern matching in strings. Concretevariations are given here only for basic string matching and its special case,q-gram matching.1.1 String matchingLet us �rst look at the problem of string matching : given a short string P ,called the pattern, and a long string T , called the text , the task is to �nd alloccurrences of P in T . This fundamental problem has many variations. Thevariation of interest here is the indexed (or o�ine or static) string matching,where the text is preprocessed, independently of the pattern, to obtain atext index that supports fast pattern queries. The main parameters of asolution to the indexed string matching problem are the space requirementof the index and the query time. The time and space needed for buildingthe text index are less important. Note that we want to �nd all occurrencesof any pattern; for example, �nding only the occurrences as a word of anatural language text would be an easier task.A related problem is the pre�x matching problem: given a set V ofstrings, and a query string Q, �nd the strings in V that have Q as a pre�x.The string matching problem can be formulated as a pre�x matching prob-lem: V is the set of all su�xes of the text T , and Q is the pattern P . Theidea is that, if a su�x has the pattern P as a pre�x, the starting positionof the su�x is also the starting position of an occurrence of P .1



2 1 IntroductionAll e�cient text indexes for the string matching problem are based onthe reformulation as a pre�x matching problem. In other words, they arebasically data structures that store a set of strings (the su�xes) and sup-port pre�x matching queries. Such data structures, which we call su�xindexes, include the su�x tree [Wei73], which is a compressed trie (PATRI-CIA trie [Mor68]) of the su�xes; the su�x array or the PAT array [MM93,GBYS92], which is an ordered array of the su�xes; and the su�x automatonor DAWG (directed acyclic word graph) [BBH+85, Cro86], which is an auto-maton recognizing the su�xes. There are also many variations of these datastructures [BBH+87, AN95, K�ar95, Irv95, CD96, CV97, Kur98, GKS99].Using the su�x indexes, string matching queries can be answered veryquickly. For example, the query time of a typical implementation of a su�xtree is O(jP jj�j + k) or O(jP j log j�j + k), where � is the alphabet and kis the number of occurrences of the pattern P . In fact, the query time canbe reduced to O(jP j + k). This is e�ectively optimal, since any solutionneeds to inspect all characters of the pattern and to report all occurrences(however, see Section 1.6 for the e�ect of bit-packing).The space requirement of the su�x indexes can be a problem. Reducingthe space requirement (by a constant factor) has been a main theme in therecent developments on the su�x indexes (see, e.g., [AN95, K�ar95, CD96,CV97, Kur98, GKS99]). All the su�x indexes and their variations need tohave 
(jT j) pointers to the text to represent the su�xes.1 In fact, the smal-lest of the data structures, the su�x array in its simplest form, consists onlyof an array of jT j pointers and the text itself. This might seem to be asymp-totically optimal, because any text index needs to store the jT j characters ofthe text (or the equivalent information in some form). However, a characterof the alphabet � can be packed into dlog j�je bits. Thus the text can bestored using just O(jT j log j�j) bits, while the pointers require 
(jT j log jT j)bits. For a large text and a small alphabet, the di�erence can be signi�cant.For example, a su�x array for the human genome (jT j � 3 � 109, j�j = 4)requires at least 16 times as much storage as the genome itself.To get below the space requirement of 
(jT j log jT j) bits, we have tolook for a di�erent approach to indexing the text. In the extreme case, wecan have no index, just the text itself. Then string matching is performedby scanning the text through with a sequential matching algorithm, butthe resulting linear query time can be too high. The �rst method with aspace{time tradeo� in between the su�x indexes and sequential matching1The compact DAWG [BBH+87, CV97] can survive with a sublinear number of point-ers if the text is highly repetitive, but not in the worst case, on average [BEH89] or inpractice [CV97].



1.2 Repetition-based indexing 3algorithms is the sparse su�x tree [KU96b]. It is a simple variation of thesu�x tree that stores only every hth su�x of the text. As h increases, thespace requirement decreases, but it becomes exponentially harder to �ndall occurrences (see Section 3.4.2). With di�erent choices for h, di�erentspace{time tradeo�s can be achieved.1.2 Repetition-based indexingThe basic idea of repetition-based indexing is to take advantage of inform-ation about repetitions in the text; by repetitions we mean multiple occur-rences of the same string in the text. If we have found an occurrence ofthe pattern, we may be able to locate other occurrences using the repetitioninformation only.The execution of a query consists of two phases. The �rst phase, primarysearch, searches the text areas where repetition information is not available.The occurrences found in this phase are called primary occurrences. Thenthe second phase, secondary search, takes the primary occurrences as inputand uses precomputed information about the repetitions to �nd the otheroccurrences, called secondary occurrences.This general framework allows a wide variety of di�erent realizations. Infact, su�x indexes and sequential matching algorithms can be seen as ex-treme instances of this scheme. Sequential matching algorithms use no indexand no precomputed information about repetitions; there are no secondaryoccurrences and no secondary searching phase, just a slow primary search-ing phase. Su�x indexes, on the other hand, contain information aboutall repetitions in the text in an accessible form. String matching querieswith su�x indexes have a quite natural division into the primary and thesecondary searching phases. For example, the primary searching phase ofsu�x trees �nds the node v that represents the pattern. The leaves thatare descendants of v represent the su�xes that have the pattern as a pre�x.The secondary search traverses the subtree rooted at v to �nd the leaves.1.3 Lempel{Ziv indexConsider the text divided into a sequence of (nearly) consecutive non-over-lapping blocks such that the substring in each block also occurs somewhereelse in the text. We call such a division a Lempel{Ziv (LZ) parse, becauseit was �rst described by Lempel and Ziv [LZ76]. LZ parses are in a key rolein the Ziv{Lempel text compression methods [ZL77, ZL78] and their manyvariations [Sto88, BWC89, BCW90].



4 1 IntroductionA repetition-based index that uses the repetition information in an LZparse is called a Lempel{Ziv (LZ) index . The occurrences of the patterncompletely inside a block are the secondary occurrences to be found in thesecondary searching phase using the repetition information. The occur-rences that are not inside any block, i.e., overlap a boundary between theblocks, are the primary occurrences.We defer the detailed description of LZ indexing until Chapter 5, butprimary searching deserves a closer look here. For primary searching, wewant to have an index of the text regions surrounding the boundary posi-tions. The middle between the boundaries, i.e., the inside of the blocks, istaken care of by the secondary search.Let us return to the sparse su�x tree. It provides an e�cient indexof the text regions that are in the beginning of the stored su�xes, i.e.,to the immediate right of the starting positions of the su�xes. The mostpoorly represented text regions are to the immediate left of the startingpositions. This was recognized in [KU96b], and it was suggested to takealso the pre�xes of the text ending at the same positions and to put theirreverses into a dual sparse tree. This is not very useful in sparse su�x trees;it just moves the poorly represented regions from the left of the startingpositions to the middle between the starting positions. However, in an LZindex the pre�x{su�x pairs are just what is called for to represent thesurroundings of the boundary positions.1.4 Range searchingWe have seen that the string matching problem can be reduced to the pre�xmatching problem. The pre�x matching problem, in turn, is a special caseof the range search problem: given a subset V of some universe U and aquery range [l; h] of U , �nd the elements of V that are in the range [l; h].In pre�x matching, the universe U is the set of strings and the query rangeis the range of strings with the query string Q as a pre�x. Thus stringmatching is range searching, which is also obvious in su�x arrays.Now consider the primary search problem in LZ indexing. We want to�nd the occurrences of the pattern overlapping some boundary position.For such boundaries, a pattern pre�x is a su�x of the text pre�x endingat the boundary, and a pattern su�x is a pre�x of the text su�x startingat the boundary. Both the text pre�xes matching a given pattern pre�xand the text su�xes matching the corresponding pattern su�x are answersto range queries. We can interpret the pre�x{su�x pair representing aboundary position as a pair of coordinates in a two-dimensional universe.



1.5 Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams 5Then the primary search problem is, in fact, a two-dimensional (orthogonal)range search problem. Thus two-dimensional range searching is the keysubproblem in LZ indexing. In fact, it is the problem that dominates thetime and space requirements in most cases.1.5 Lempel{Ziv index for q-gramsThe q-gram matching problem is a special case of string matching, where thepattern P is restricted to be a q-gram, a string of length q. A text index for q-gram matching is called a q-gram index . Some approximate string matchingalgorithms use a q-gram index in a �ltering phase to eliminate the text areasthat cannot contain an occurrence [JU91, HS94, Mye94, ST96, NBY98].In a usual implementation of the q-gram index, the q-grams occurringin the text are stored in a data structure such as a trie, a hash table or alook-up table. Associated with each q-gram is a list of its occurrences in thetext. Queries can be answered in O(q + k) time (or even O(1 + k) time ifthe query q-gram is provided in a suitable form, e.g., coded as an integer),where k is the number of occurrences. The data structure for storing theq-grams can be quite small if q is small. However, the lists of occurrencesrequire 
(jT j log jT j) bits.Once again, the above q-gram index �ts the repetition-based indexingscheme with natural primary (�nd the start of the occurrence list) and sec-ondary (scan the list) searching phases. In a new repetition-based indexingmethod, the Lempel{Ziv (LZ) index for q-grams, the primary search remainsthe same, but the occurrence lists are replaced with a data structure basedon a variation of the LZ parse.In the variation of the LZ parse, consecutive blocks overlap by q � 1positions. Thus it contains all information about q-gram repetitions, i.e.,all information in the occurrence lists. However, if q is small enough, theLZ parse can be stored in �(jT j log j�j) bits while still being able to �nd alloccurrences in O(1 + k) time.1.6 Results and contributionsThe main contributions of this dissertation are the repetition-based indexingscheme and its two realizations, the LZ indexes for string matching and forq-gram matching. The repetition-based indexing scheme provides a new wayof looking at pattern matching problems, and might have useful applicationsbeyond what is described here.



6 1 IntroductionThe model of computation in this dissertation is the word RAM [Hag98],a random access machine with unit-cost operations and a word size �(log jT j).The bound on the word size is necessary for bit-parallel or word-based al-gorithms, which take advantage of the implicit bit-level parallelism in oper-ations on words, and for bit-packing , which means using every bit of a worde�ciently to store data. Due to systematic use of bit-packing, the spacerequirements are measured in bits.Bit-packing is signi�cant for string algorithms, because it not only re-duces the space requirement of strings, but also, as an application of bit-parallelism, enables �(log jT j= log j�j) character comparisons in one step.This leads to a new variation of the su�x tree that supports queries in timeO(jP j log j�j= log jT j+ log log jT j + k). Note, however, that the query timeof O(jP j+ k) may still be better for short patterns. Both of the mentionedvariations have the space requirement of O(jT j log jT j) bits.The space requirement and the query time of the LZ index depends onthe choice of the two-dimensional range searching method; a faster querytime comes at the cost of a larger space requirement. As an example, thequery time O jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP jjT j"= log j�j + k! ;where " is an arbitrary positive constant, can be achieved with space re-quirement of O(jT j log j�j) bits, the same as needed for the text itself.The sparse su�x tree with the same space requirement has the query timeO(jP jjT j" + k), which can be much larger for long texts.The LZ index for q-gram matching is asymptotically optimal both inspace (O(jT j log j�j) bits, the space requirement of the text itself) and intime (O(1 + k)), provided that q is a constant or grows slowly enough withrespect to the length of the text. The space requirement is smaller thanwith traditional q-gram indexes by the factor 
(logj�j jT j). Also, if the textis compressible, the space requirement can be still smaller. This is not truefor the LZ index for string matching, because it needs the uncompressedtext.The LZ indexing methods involve a number of basic computational geo-metry problems as subproblems, for which we present some new results. Fortwo-dimensional range searching, we give a variation of a data structure byOvermars [Ove88] that o�ers new possibilities for space{time tradeo�s. Anew data structure called the nesting leveled list is in central role in theLZ index for q-grams. It solves the range containment problem, �nding theranges that contain a given query range.Many of the ideas and results of this dissertation were developed together



1.7 Organization 7with Esko Ukkonen and Erkki Sutinen, and have been published in [KU96a]and [KS98]. The LZ index for string matching was developed in [KU96a].Many of the details have changed since the original publication, though. TheLZ index for q-grams was developed in [KS98] in a more or less the sameform as described here. The main ideas of repetition-based indexing werepresent in those works, although the general framework was not described.1.7 OrganizationThe rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, wedescribe the computational model, de�ne basic concepts, and introducethe pattern matching problems and a number of subproblems arising inrepetition-based indexing. Solutions to the basic problems, mostly previ-ously published but some new variations, too, are given in Chapter 3.The general repetition-based indexing scheme is presented in Chapter 4.Some examples of the scheme, in particular a su�x index, are given. The LZindex for string matching is described in Chapter 5 and for q-gram matchingin Chapter 6. Some concluding remarks are given in Chapter 7.



8 1 Introduction



Chapter 2PreliminariesIn this chapter, we lay the formal foundation for the dissertation. First, wedescribe the computational model, discuss some of its details, and explainthe reasons for choosing it. Then we introduce the main concepts and therelated notation and terminology. Finally, we de�ne the main problems andsubproblems encountered later, and discuss their properties and relations.2.1 Model of computationThe model of computation used in this dissertation is the word RAM [Hag98],a random access machine with unit-cost operations and logarithmic wordsize. In other words, the word RAM has 2O(w) registers each of which storesa w-bit word. All operations on words that are usually available on mod-ern computers (memory access, ow control, comparisons, basic arithmeticoperations, bitwise shift and Boolean operations, etc.) can be performed inconstant time.The word RAM di�ers from the standard RAM mainly in its boundon the word size. This is not a severe restriction in the sense that mosttraditional algorithms work on the word RAM with the same time com-plexity as on the traditional RAM. However, the so called bit-parallel orword-based algorithms, which take advantage of the implicit bit-level par-allelism in operations on words, require a bound on the word size, becauseotherwise unrealistic speedups would be possible. There has been a lot of re-cent activity on bit-parallelism. On the theoretical front, the upper boundson many of the most basic searching and sorting problems have been im-proved; see [Hag98] for a survey. On the practical side, bit-parallel methodshave proved to be the fastest in practice in many string matching problems;see, e.g., [Nav98, Mye98, BYN99] for recent results on approximate string9



10 2 Preliminariesmatching.Bounded word size is also necessary with bit-packing , which means usingevery bit of a word e�ciently to store data. For example, several smallobjects can be packed into one word. With constant time bitwise shiftand Boolean instructions available, bit-packing causes only constant factoroverhead on operations. Sometimes bit-packing may even reduce the timerequirement. For example, bit-packed strings of length m over an alphabetof size c can be compared in O(m log c=w) time. In this dissertation, bit-packing plays a central role as shown by the following example.Example 2.1 By traditional conventions, a string of length m over an al-phabet of size c and its su�x tree both require O(m) words. However,the string can be packed in O(m log c=w) words, while the su�x tree needs
(m logm=w) words to store 
(m) pointers to the string. Thus, the su�xtree may require asymptotically more space than the text itself unlike iscommonly assumed.The word size w is often an independent parameter unrelated to thespace requirement; see [Hag98] for a discussion. We, however, choose theword size w to be �(log s), where s is the maximum space requirement ofthe task. The lower bound w = 
(log s) is due to the need to �t a pointerinto a constant number of words. The upper bound is a useful conventionthat often avoids explicit inclusion of w in time and space requirements.For tasks with large space requirement, such as indexed string matching,the assumption w = �(log s) is quite realistic. Note, though, that s isthe space requirement of the whole task; a subtask may require much lessspace. Therefore, in many of the subproblems in this dissertation, we willnot assume any upper bound on the word size.When using bit-packing and not knowing an upper bound for w, wmust be included explicitly in space requirements. To avoid this, we givespace requirements in bits. This also avoids some counterintuitive spacerequirements, as shown by the following example.Example 2.2 The approximate string matching algorithm of Chang andLawler [CL94] builds a su�x tree for a pattern of length m and uses it to�nd the approximate occurrences of the pattern in a text of length n, whereusually n � m. Let us assume that this is the \whole task", i.e., thatw = �(logn). For simplicity, let the alphabet size be constant. Then, thesu�x tree �ts into �(m logm= log n) words. Now the space requirement ofthe su�x tree depends on the length of the text although the su�x treeitself is independent of the text. This is avoided if the space requirement ofthe su�x tree is given as O(m logm) bits.



2.1 Model of computation 11To avoid confusion, we will always mention the unit (usually bits) with aspace requirement.Let us discuss one more aspect of the computational model, the instruc-tion set. We assume that all instructions usually available on modern com-puters can be performed in constant time. Of the usual instructions, multi-plication and especially division are commonly excluded, because they arenot in the circuit complexity class AC0 of instructions implementable witha constant depth, unbounded fan-in Boolean circuits of size wO(1) [KR90].Division is considered to be more expensive than multiplication. Thereare also results in the literature that use nonstandard AC0 instructions,i.e., instructions that are in AC0 but not commonly available in real com-puters [AMRT96, Hag98, AMT99]. We do not use such instructions.In this dissertation, division is not needed for any of the results. Mul-tiplication, on the other hand, is needed in a key method, perfect hashing(Lemma 3.3), and in the many results dependent on it. Perfect hashingor an equivalent method cannot be implemented using just AC0 instruc-tions [AMRT96]. A common operation in this dissertation, random accessto a bit-packed array of b-bit objects, needs multiplication by b and divisionby w. However, if necessary, we can assume that b and w are powers of two;then the multiplication and division can be implemented as bitwise shifts.There is one more convention used in this dissertation that di�ers fromcommon practice. We explicitly show the e�ect of parameters such as thealphabet size that are often excluded because they are assumed to be con-stant. For example, a string of length m over an alphabet of size c has aspace requirement of O(m log c) bits. There are two reasons for this con-vention. First, the assumption that such parameters are constant mightnot always hold. Without such assumptions, the results are more general.Second, there is a big di�erence between alphabet sizes 2 and 232 althoughboth are constants. Such di�erences become visible when the parametersare shown explicitly. This is illustrated in the following example.Example 2.3 Consider a su�x tree for a text of length n over an alphabetof size c and a query with a pattern of length m. The size of the su�x treeand the query time depend on the implementation of the branching (access-ing the children of a node) in the su�x tree. If the branching is implementedwith linked lists, the size is O(n logn) bits and the query time is O(cm).If the branching is implemented with balanced trees, the size is O(n logn)bits and the query time is O(m log c). If the branching is implemented withtable lookup, the size is O(cn log n) bits and the query time is O(m). If cis assumed to be constant and is excluded from the time and space require-ments, there is no di�erence between the three implementations. However,



12 2 Preliminariesfor large alphabets the di�erences are signi�cant in practice.2.2 Basic de�nitionsNext we de�ne basic concepts, terminology and notation related to stringsand ranges.2.2.1 StringsDe�nition 2.4 An alphabet � is a �nite ordered set. The elements of �are called characters. For n > 0, the Cartesian product of n �'s, denotedby �n, is the set of strings of length n over �. The set �0 contains oneelement, the empty string �. The set of all strings over � is �� = [n�0�n.In other words, a string is a �nite sequence of characters. We use theconvention that strings are denoted by capital letters and the charactersof a string by the corresponding lower case letter with a running subscriptstarting from 1. For example, S = s1s2 : : : sn 2 �n. The length of a stringS is denoted by jSj.The properties of strings derive from the properties of the alphabet �.In this dissertation, we assume that the alphabet is (or can, in constant timeper character, be converted to) the set f1; 2; : : : ; j�jg of integers. In general,the size j�j is not assumed to be constant or small. However, we do assumethat a character �ts into one computer word, i.e., operations on charactersexecute in constant time. The size j�j will be explicitly included in time andspace requirements when necessary. For example, the space requirement ofa string S 2 �� is �(jSj log j�j) bits.The order of the alphabet generalizes naturally to the lexicographic orderof strings.De�nition 2.5 Let S = s1s2 : : : sm and T = t1t2 : : : tn be strings over�. Let k be the largest integer such that si = ti for all 1 � i � k. In thelexicographic order of ��, S � T if k = m, or k < m, k < n and sk+1 < tk+1.2.2.2 RangesDe�nition 2.6 A (one-dimensional) universe U is an ordered set. Theelements of U are called points. Let i and j be two points of U . The pair[i; j] is a (closed) range of U and its interpretation is the set fx 2 U j i �x � jg. The pairs [i;1[ and ]�1; j] are semi-in�nite ranges of U andtheir interpretations are the sets fx 2 U j i � xg and fx 2 U j x � jg,respectively. A range is empty if its interpretation is empty.



2.2 Basic de�nitions 13Remark 2.7 There are also open and semiopen ranges. For example:]i; j[ with interpretation fx 2 U j i < x < jg (open)[i; j[ with interpretation fx 2 U j i � x < jg (semiopen)]i;1[ with interpretation fx 2 U j i < xg (semi-in�nite)For simplicity, we will concentrate on closed ranges, but all that followsgeneralizes for the other types of ranges. The semi-in�nite ranges will havespecial signi�cance later.A range has two roles: its representation as a pair of points and itsinterpretation as a set of points. The pair role is the `true identity'; it de�nesthe interpretation as a set. (The pair could be de�ned as the minimum andmaximum of the set, except for empty ranges.) However, we will not de�neall necessary set operations and relations for the pair representation. Inset contexts, a range behaves as if it was a set. The only possibility forconfusion is the containment relation, which is a natural set relation butalso de�ned for pairs of points in De�nition 2.8; see the comments after thede�nition.There is no natural full order for ranges but there are the following twopartial orders.De�nition 2.8 A range [i; j] is contained by a range [i0; j0], denoted by[i; j] � [i0; j0], if i0 � i and j � j0. There are two degrees of inequality:[i; j] � [i0; j0] if [i; j] � [i0; j0] and [i; j] 6= [i0; j0]:[i; j] b [i0; j0] if [i; j] � [i0; j0], i 6= i0 and j 6= j0:In the last case, we say that [i; j] is nested within [i0; j0].The range containment is mostly consistent with the set containment.There are two reasons why the set containment is not enough. First, thenesting relation is not de�ned for sets, although it could be de�ned usingminimum and maximum. Second, and more importantly, the above de�ni-tion may di�er from the set containment, when empty ranges are involved.De�nition 2.9 A range [i; j] precedes a range [i0; j0], denoted by [i; j] �[i0; j0], if i � i0 and j � j0. There are two degrees of inequality:[i; j] < [i0; j0] if [i; j] � [i0; j0] and [i; j] 6= [i0; j0]:[i; j]� [i0; j0] if [i; j] � [i0; j0], i 6= i0 and j 6= j0:



14 2 PreliminariesTwo ranges [i; j] and [i0; j0] are comparable in � if [i; j] � [i0; j0] or[i0; j0] � [i; j]. Otherwise, [i; j] and [i0; j0] are incomparable in �. Thecomparability in � is de�ned equivalently.Example 2.10 [3; 4] b [2; 5] � [2; 7], but [1; 3] and [2; 5] are incomparablein �. [1; 3]� [2; 5] < [2; 7], but [2; 5] and [3; 4] are incomparable in �.The two partial orders are related by the following lemma.Lemma 2.11 (Orthogonality) Two ranges [i; j] and [i0; j0] are always com-parable in either � or �. The ranges are comparable in both � and � i�i = i0 or j = j0.We say that � and � are orthogonal.2.2.3 Substrings and intervalsA substring of a string has a dual role. It is a string but also a range ofpositions within another string. For the purposes of this dissertation, weneed to make a clear distinction between the roles. We will use the termsubstring only for the string role and the term interval for the position role.The precise de�nitions are below.De�nition 2.12 Let T = t1t2 : : : tn be a string. A range [i; j] of integers isan interval of T if 1 � i � j +1 � n+1. The interval is empty if j = i� 1.The notation for interval [i; i] can be shortened to [i]. In what follows, asingle capital letter is often used for denoting an interval. The startingand ending positions of an interval, say, I are then denoted by  �I and �!I ,respectively, i.e., I = [ �I ;�!I ].De�nition 2.13 Let T = t1t2 : : : tn be a string and I its interval. Thesubstring T (I) is the string t �I t �I +1 : : : t�!I .When the interval is represented using brackets, the substring expression canbe shortened by removing the parenthesis. For example T ([i; j]) is shortenedto T [i; j]. Note that then T [i] = ti.Example 2.14 Let T = ABCDEFG. Then T [2; 4] = BCD, T [5] = E andT [4; 3] = �, but T [5; 2] and T [6; 9] are unde�ned, because [5; 2] and [6; 9] arenot intervals of T .Pre�xes and su�xes are special types of substrings.



2.3 Basic problems 15De�nition 2.15 Let T = t1t2 : : : tn be a string. A string S is a pre�x of Tif S = T [1; j] for some 0 � j � n. A string S is a su�x of T if S = T [i; n]for some 1 � i � n+ 1.2.2.4 Two-dimensional rangesFinally, we generalize ranges into two dimensions. The duality of represent-ation with bounding values and interpretation as a set is inherited from theone-dimensional case.De�nition 2.16 Let U1 and U2 be one-dimensional universes (ordered sets).The Cartesian product U = U1 � U2 is a two-dimensional universe and U1and U2 are the �rst and the second dimension of U , respectively. An ele-ment i = (i1; i2) of U is called a point of U and i1 and i2 are the �rst andthe second coordinate of i, respectively. Let R1 be a range of U1 and R2a range of U2. Then R = R1 � R2 is a two-dimensional range of U andits interpretation is the Cartesian product of the interpretations of R1 andR2. If either R1 or R2 is a semi-in�nite range, R is a semi-in�nite two-dimensional range of U . If both R1 and R2 are semi-in�nite ranges, R is adoubly semi-in�nite two-dimensional range of U .2.3 Basic problemsNext we describe some basic problems and their relations to each other. The�rst problem, pattern matching, is the main subject of this dissertation. Theother problems appear as subproblems in our algorithms.All the problems have a similar form: A large collection of data is pre-processed to obtain a data structure, sometimes known as an index or adictionary, that supports queries. The main characteristics of a solutionare the space requirement of the data structure and the query time. Lessimportant are the preprocessing time and space, since preprocessing needsto be done only once. This kind of problems are known as static, o�ine orindexed . Most of the problems also have a well-studied dynamic, online orunindexed version, which does not have the (complete) data available forseparate preprocessing. In particular, a dynamic version calls for a datastructure that supports operations that change the data (usually insertionsand deletions) in addition to queries. In this dissertation, we will not con-sider the dynamic, online or unindexed versions.



16 2 Preliminaries2.3.1 Pattern matchingThe pattern matching problem is the target of the methods in this disser-tation. Let us start by de�ning the concept of a pattern.De�nition 2.17 A pattern is a predicate for strings. A string S is said tomatch a pattern P if P (S) is true.Remark 2.18 This de�nition is much more general than what is usuallymeant with the term pattern, but it is adequate for the purposes of thisdissertation. In the more normal use, the term pattern is used only for spe-cial kinds of predicates with a description consisting of symbols. A stringS matches the pattern P if there exists a (partial) matching between thecharacters of S and the symbols of P satisfying given conditions. The condi-tions should be veri�able quickly; the di�culty (if any) is �nding a satisfyingmatching.The most common pattern type is the string pattern.De�nition 2.19 A pattern P is a string pattern if there exists a uniquestring, also denoted by P , such that a string S matches the pattern P ifand only if S equals the string P . A q-gram pattern is a string pattern oflength q.Another much studied pattern type is the approximate string pattern.De�nition 2.20 Let P and Q be two strings. The edit distance �(P;Q)between P and Q is the smallest number of single-character insertions, de-letions and substitutions needed to change P into Q.De�nition 2.21 Let P be a string and d a non-negative integer. An ap-proximate string pattern (P; d) is matched by a string S if �(S; P ) � d.There are several other types of patterns, e.g., approximate string pat-terns with a di�erent distance measure, regular expressions, and episodes[DFG+97]. In this dissertation, the main focus is on string patterns. How-ever, many aspects of the methods developed here are independent of theparticular type of pattern, so we will use the general concept of pattern inDe�nition 2.17 whenever possible.The simplest type of a pattern matching problem is to �nd whether astring S matches a pattern P (and possibly to �nd the actual matching,too). A more di�cult type of pattern matching is to �nd substrings ofa long string that match the pattern. The main problem studied in thisdissertation is the indexed version of the latter problem de�ned as follows.



2.3 Basic problems 17Problem 2.22 (Pattern matching) Let T be a string called the text andlet P be a pattern. An occurrence of P in T is an interval I of T such thatT (I) matches P . The pattern matching query asks for all occurrences of Pin T . Let P be a class of patterns. The (indexed) pattern matching problemis to store the text T in a data structure called the (text) index in such away that pattern matching queries can be answered quickly for any patternin the class P.The speci�c pattern matching problems encountered in this dissertationare string matching (P is the class of string patterns), q-gram matching (Pis the class of q-gram patterns), and approximate string matching (P is theclass of approximate string patterns).2.3.2 Range searchingThe range search problem is a much studied problem in computational geo-metry. Together with its two-dimensional generalization, it is an importantsubproblem in the new string matching algorithms developed in this disser-tation.Problem 2.23 (Range searching) Let U be a universe, V a (multi)setof points of U , and R a range of U . The range query asks for the (multi)setV \R, i.e., the points of V that are in the range R. The (static) range searchproblem is to store V in such a way that range queries can be answeredquickly for any range R.There is also another, more direct connection between range searchingand string matching. The connecting link is the pre�x matching problem.Problem 2.24 (Pre�x matching) Let V be a set of strings and Q astring in ��. The pre�x matching query asks for the strings in V thathave Q as a pre�x. The (static) pre�x matching problem is to store V insuch a way that pre�x matching queries can be answered quickly for anystring Q.Pre�x matching is a special case of range searching in the universe ��,because the set of strings with the pre�x Q forms a (semi-open) range of�� in the lexicographic ordering. On the other hand, the string matchingproblem can be reduced to pre�x matching. Let VT be the set of su�xesof a text T . Then the pre�x matching query with V = VT and Q = P�nds the su�xes of T that contain the pattern P as a pre�x. The startingpositions of the su�xes are exactly the starting positions of the occurrencesof P in T . Thus, any solution to the range search problem in the universe of



18 2 Preliminariesstrings can be used for solving the string matching problem. Note that thisreduction does not extend to, e.g., approximate string matching, becausean answer to an approximate string matching query cannot be representedas a single range.2.3.3 RankingRanking is a basic one-dimensional search operation. Many one-dimensionalqueries, including range queries, are easy to implement using ranking.Problem 2.25 (Ranking) Let U be the universe. Let V be a �nite multi-set of points in U and q 2 U . The minimum and maximum ranks of q withrespect to V are minrankV (q) = jfv 2 V j v < qgj+ 1maxrankV (q) = jfv 2 V j v � qgj+ 1The ranking query asks for minrankV (q) and maxrankV (q). The (static)ranking problem is to store V in such a way that ranking queries can beanswered quickly for any q 2 U . The access query asks whether q is in V ,and if it is, it asks for minrankV (q) and maxrankV (q). The (static) accessproblem is to store V in such a way that access queries can be answeredquickly for any q 2 U .Ranking answers the question: What would be the rank of q if insertedinto V ? If V already contains one or more instances of q, the rank could beanything from a range of values. The minimum and maximum ranks givethe extremes. If V does not contain q, the minimum and maximum ranksare equal. If V is not a multiset, the minimum and maximum ranks di�erby at most one, and computing just one rank is su�cient in most cases.Remark 2.26 Instead of returning a rank, we could return a pointer. Thepointer version of ranking is neighbor search, which returns a pointer to thepredecessor and/or successor of a query point. The pointer version of theaccess problem is known as the dictionary problem. The �rst part of theaccess query, �nding whether q is in V , is also known as the membershipquery. In the static setting (and thus in this dissertation) the rank ver-sion and the pointer version are essentially the same problem. In dynamicsetting, however, a single insertion or deletion can change the ranks of allpoints, which adds an extra degree of di�culty to ranking. On the otherhand, ranks cannot be replaced with pointers, e.g., in Lemma 2.27.



2.3 Basic problems 19The use of the ranking operations is demonstrated in the followinglemma.Lemma 2.27 Let the multiset V consist of the elements v1 � v2 � : : : � vNand let q; l; h 2 U . Then vi = q for minrankV (q) � i � maxrankV (q) � 1.If q 62 V , the nearest neighbors of q in V are vminrankV (q)�1 < q andvminrankV (q) > q. Furthermore,V \ [l; h] = fvi 2 V j i 2 [minrankV (l);maxrankV (h)� 1]g;V \ [l; h[ = fvi 2 V j i 2 [minrankV (l);minrankV (h)� 1]g;V \ ]l; h] = fvi 2 V j i 2 [maxrankV (l);maxrankV (h)� 1]g;V \ ]l; h[ = fvi 2 V j i 2 [maxrankV (l);minrankV (h)� 1]g andV \ [l;1[ = fvi 2 V j i 2 [minrankV (l); N ]g andV \ ]�1; h] = fvi 2 V j i 2 [1;maxrankV (h)� 1]g:The lemma shows how ranking can be used for transforming a rangein the universe U to a range in the rank space f1; 2; : : : ; Ng.1 After thetransformation, answering the range query is easy. Thus, range searching,and consequently string matching, too, can be reduced to ranking.2.3.4 Two-dimensional range searchingFinally, we consider two-dimensional generalizations of range searching.Problem 2.28 (Two-dimensional range searching) Let U be a two-dimensional universe, V a (multi)set of points of U , and R a two-dimensionalrange of U . The two-dimensional range query asks for the (multi)set V \R,i.e., the points of V that are in the range R. The (static) two-dimensionalrange search problem is to store V in such a way that range queries can beanswered quickly for any range R. If R is restricted to be a (doubly) semi-in�nite two-dimensional range, the query and the problem are also called(doubly) semi-in�nite.Remark 2.29 The above type of ranges are often called orthogonal or recti-linear to distinguish them from other types of ranges. Also the type of queryis often called range reporting in contrast to range counting and other typesof queries. See, e.g., [Aga97] for more details.1The values 0 and N + 1 can also appear in the transformed ranges but only in theempty ranges [1; 0] and [N + 1; N ], which are easily handled as special cases.



20 2 PreliminariesThe one-dimensional components of a two-dimensional range can be anycombination of closed, open, semi-open or semi-in�nite ranges. We de�nethe semi-in�nite form of the problem separately, because it is signi�cantlyeasier than the general problem. Semi-in�nite range searching is also knownas three-sided range searching, and doubly semi-in�nite range searching astwo-sided range searching and dominance searching.Lemma 2.27 showed how, given a multiset V of a one-dimensional uni-verse U , any one-dimensional range of U can be transformed into a rangeof the rank space f1; 2; : : : ; jV jg. In the two-dimensional case, we can dosuch a transformation separately in each dimension. This transforms a two-dimensional range R of a universe U into a two-dimensional range R0 of thetwo-dimensional rank space U 0 = f1; 2; : : : ; jV jg�f1; 2; : : : ; jV jg. The pointset V � U is transformed into V 0 � U 0 by replacing each point with thepair of its ranks in the two dimensions. If more than one points have thesame coordinate value in one dimension, then, say, the coordinates in theother dimension can be used for deciding the ordering of the points; whatis important is that no two points get the same rank. Now the range queryR0 \ V 0 gives exactly the points of V 0 that replaced the points in R \ V .The transformation to the rank space has many bene�ts for two-dimen-sional range searching. First, the universe may be reduced signi�cantly.Second, in the transformed point set V 0, each integer i 2 [1; jV j] appearsexactly once as a �rst coordinate and exactly once as a second coordinate.2This simpli�es some algorithms because there are no duplicate values andbecause a particular value can be assumed to be present. Third, any typeof range is transformed into a closed range (see Lemma 2.27). However, theone-dimensional ranges starting with 1 or ending with jV j can be consideredto be semi-in�nite.After the transformation to the rank space, we are left with solving thefollowing problem.Problem 2.30 (Two-dimensional range searching in rank space)Let V be a set ofN points in the two-dimensional universe [1; N ]2 = [1; N ]�[1; N ] such that each i 2 [1; N ] appears exactly once as a �rst coordinate andexactly once as a second coordinate in V . Let R = R1�R2 = [l1; h1]�[l2; h2]be a range of [1; N ]2. The two-dimensional range query asks for the pointsV \ R. The two-dimensional range search problem is to store V in such away that the range query can be answered quickly for any range. If l1 = 1,l2 = 1, h1 = N or h2 = N , the range R and the corresponding query andproblem are called semi-in�nite.2This makes V 0 a permutation of the set [1; N ].



2.3 Basic problems 21Finally, consider the following one-dimensional problem.Problem 2.31 (One-dimensional range containment) Let U be a one-dimensional universe, V a set of ranges of U , and R a range of U . The rangecontainment query asks for the set fI 2 V j R � Ig, i.e., ranges in V thatcontain R. The (static) range containment problem is to store the set V insuch a way that range containment queries can be answered quickly.A one-dimensional range can be seen as a two-dimensional point with theend points as its coordinates. Thus, the test R � I is equivalent to thetest ( �I ;�!I ) 2 ]�1; �R ]� [�!R ;1[. In other words, a solution to the doublysemi-in�nite two-dimensional range search problem is also a solution to theone-dimensional range containment problem.
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Chapter 3Solutions to basic problemsIn this chapter, we review some current approaches to the basic problems ofranking, one- and two-dimensional range searching, and string matching. Aswas noted in the previous chapter, these problems are closely related withranking being the fundamental problem. This chapter serves two purposes,to give solutions to subproblems that rise in repetition-based indexing, andto establish the properties of previously known methods for string matching.The focus of this chapter is on establishing asymptotic worst-case boundson the space requirement of the data structures and the time requirementfor answering queries. To keep things simple, we will mostly ignore prepro-cessing, dynamic insertion and deletion, average case analysis, and practicalimplementation. Furthermore, the emphasis is more on small space require-ment than fast query time.Due to the somewhat nonstandard model of computation, we describeand analyze the solutions in detail instead of just referring to the literature.This also allows us to provide a more uni�ed view to the di�erent methods.There are also some new results. Most of the string-related results areimprovements over previous results because bit-packing allows faster stringcomparison. Also the use of y-fast tries in implementing the nodes of stringtries and su�x trees is new. For two-dimensional range searching, we givea variation of a data structure by Overmars [Ove88] with new possibilitiesfor space{time tradeo�s.3.1 Ranking integersWe start with the ranking problem (Problem 2.25) in small, �nite universes.Let us assume that the universe is the range [1; jU j] of integers, where jU jis small enough to �t into a constant number of computer words.23



24 3 Solutions to basic problemsThe elements of the set V are called V -points. For simplicity, we assumethat the set V is a simple set, not a multiset. A multiset V 0 can be handledby providing a data structure for ranking with respect to a set V , whichis V 0 with duplicates removed, and a lookup table of O(jV j log jV 0j) bits tomap a rank in V to a rank in V 0.By the above assumptions, the parameters of the problem are related byjV j � jU j = 2O(w). We will not assume any upper bound on the word sizew, because integer ranking with small sets or small universes is a frequentsubproblem in tasks with much larger space requirements. In such cases,the word size is determined by the larger task.3.1.1 Constant-time techniquesWe start by describing some data structures with a constant query time.The simplest constant-time data structure for ranking is the lookup tableof O(jU j log jV j) bits that stores the ranks of every point in the universe.Another basic technique is based on representing V as a bitmap of size jU j.The ranks of a query point q can be computed by counting the number of1 bits before the qth bit. We can count b bits at a time with a lookuptable of 2b entries and O(log b) bits per entry. These two techniques can becombined as follows.Theorem 3.1 (Bucketed bitmap) A set V on a universe U = [1; jU j]can be stored in O(jU j) bits so that ranking queries can be answered in O(1)time.Proof Divide the universe U into buckets of size b = log jV j � log log jV j.The ranks at the bucket boundaries are stored into a lookup table sizeO((jU j=b) log jV j) = O(jU j) bits. The ranks within a bucket are computedby counting bits in a bitmap of b bits. In constant time we can extract therelevant bits and count them by using a lookup table of size O(2b log b) =O(jV j) bits. All the data structures, the lookup table for bucket boundaryranks, the bitmaps, and the lookup table for bit counting, �t into O(jU j)bits. �The bucketed bitmap is the �rst example of the bucket technique forconstructing a hybrid data structure that is better than its constituent datastructures.The set V de�nes a partition of the universe U into two subsets, V andU nV . The idea of ranking can be generalized to partitions of more subsets.The following result generalizes the bucketed bitmap method for general



3.1 Ranking integers 25partitions. The method is, in its essence, described in [Cha88] to solve asubproblem (see Section 3.6.1).Lemma 3.2 Let V1; V2; : : : ; Vm be a partition of the universe U . The par-tition can be stored in O(jU j logm) bits so that, for any q 2 U , the set Vithat contains q and the ranks of q in Vi can be computed in O(1) time.Proof Let A be a table of jU j entries, where the pth entry Ap is j if p 2 Vj.Then i = Aq, and, by counting the number of occurrences of i in A up tothe qth entry, we get the ranks of q in Vi. To speed up the counting, we usetwo-level bucketing.Divide U into jU j=(m log jU j) buckets of size O(m log jU j); we call thesethe major buckets. For each j 2 [1;m], store the ranks of the �rst point pin each major bucket with respect to Vj , i.e., the number of occurrences ofj in A up to the position p, to a table B1. Divide each major bucket furtherinto O(m log jU j=b) smaller buckets, called minor buckets, of size O(b). Foreach j 2 [1;m] and each �rst point p0 of a minor bucket, store the number ofoccurrences of j in A between the position p0 and the previous major bucketboundary into a table B2.The space requirement of the table A is O(jU j logm) bits, the table B1O(jU j) bits, and the table B2 O((jU j=b)m log(m log jU j)) = O(jU jm(logm+log log jU j)=b) bits. With the tables B1 and B2, we can compute the numberof occurrences of i in A up to the starting position p0 of the minor bucketthat contains q. To get the answer, we still need to compute cq, the numberof occurrences of i in A between the positions p0 and q.If m � log log jU j, let b = m2 and store cq, for all q 2 U , to a tableB3. The table B3 requires O(jU j log b) = O(jU j logm) bits of space. Withb = m2 = 
(m(logm+ log log jU j)), the table B2 requires O(jU j) bits.If m < log log jU j, let b = logm jU j � logm log log jU j. Now a wholeminor bucket of A �ts into O(b logm) = O(log jU j) = O(w) bits. Wecan extract, in constant time, the section of A between positions p0 andq with q being the last position included. Then, we use a lookup table Cto �nd how many times the last entry (which is i) occurs in the section.The space requirement of the table C is O(mb log b) = O(jU j) bits. Withb = 
(logm jU j) = 
(m(logm + log log jU j)), the space requirement of thetable B2 is O(jU j) bits. �Another well-known constant-time technique is hashing. Hashing cannotbe used directly to implement ranking, but it is an e�cient solution to theaccess problem. There are a wide variety of hashing methods with di�erentproperties (see e.g. [Knu98]). A hash function h with the property that



26 3 Solutions to basic problemsh(x) is di�erent for each x 2 V is called a perfect hash function for the setV . Czech et al. [CHM97] give a comprehensive review of perfect hashingmethods. The following result is due to Fredman et al. [FKS84].Lemma 3.3 (Perfect hashing) A set V on a universe U = [1; jU j] can bestored in O(jV j log jU j) bits so that access queries can be answered in O(1)time.Proof Let p be a prime larger than jU j (but not by much). For a hashtable of size s, the hash function is chosen from the class hsa(x) = (ax modp) mod s, a 2 [1; p�1]. Let V be an arbitrary set of points. Fredman et al.show that there exists a 2 [1; p�1] such that hjV j2a is a perfect hash functionfor V . Furthermore, they show that there exists a 2 [1; p� 1] such that thehash function hjV ja satis�esjV j�1Xj=0 ���fx 2 V j hjV ja (x) = jg���2 < 3jV j:We omit the proofs of these results here.The data structure consists of a hash table of size jV j and, for eachbucket containing the points Vj, a second level hash table of size jVj j2. Bythe above results, the hash functions can be chosen to make the total numberof hash table entries O(jV j), and all the second level hash functions perfect.�Remark 3.4 Fredman et al. give a deterministic construction algorithmthat works in O(jV j3 log jU j) time, and a randomized construction algorithmwith expected time O(jV j). Raman [Ram96] suggests using a di�erent hashfunction in the same two-level scheme. Raman's hash function does not needto know a prime larger than the universe, does not need integer division(but does need multiplication) and can be constructed in O(jV j2 log jU j)deterministic time.Another method worth mentioning is fusion, the constant-time rank-ing method used in fusion trees [FW93]. For jV j6 � w, a rank query canbe answered in constant time using a data structure of O(w + jV j log jU j)bits [And96] and a complicated sequence of bit-parallel operations. Vari-ations are described in [Hag98, AMT99]. However, we do not use thismethod.



3.1 Ranking integers 273.1.2 Trees and triesThe rest of the data structures work by the divide-and-conquer principle:repeatedly divide the universe into smaller ranges of roughly equal \weight"until the solution is found. There are two basic types of such data structuresfor ranking: trees and tries. With trees the weight of a subrange is thenumber of V -points in it; with tries the weight is the length of the subrange.A simple but e�ective tree structure is the balanced binary search tree.In a static setting, it can be implemented as an ordered array of the V -pointssearched by a binary search.Theorem 3.5 (Binary tree) A set V on a universe U = [1; jU j] can bestored in O(jV j log jU j) bits so that ranking queries can be answered inO(log jV j) time.Wewill not need other tree methods, but worth mentioning are the fusiontree [FW93] and the exponential search tree by Andersson [And96]. Bothare higher degree trees and use fusion to implement the nodes. The latteralso uses some of the trie techniques presented below to achieve O(plog jV j)query time in space of O(jV j log jU j) bits.Next we describe trie structures. Let Treea(U) denote the tree witharity a, i.e., with all internal nodes having a children. (This may requireincreasing jU j by at most factor a.) The leaves of the tree represent thepoints of U and the internal nodes represent ranges of U . An example isshown in Figure 3.1(a). The tree can be used for ranking by storing, forevery q 2 U , the ranks of q in the leaf representing q.Now, consider a subtree that contains no V -points. All the ranks in thesubtree are the same. Thus the subtree can be replaced with a single leafnode storing the common ranks. By collapsing all the empty subtrees, weget the trie Triea(U; V ). An example is shown in Figure 3.1(b).The advantage of the trie Triea(U; V ) over the binary tree of V is itsregular structure. The structure of the tree Treea(U) is perfectly regular inthe sense that the nodes can be stored in a table so that, for any q 2 U andany level ` of the tree, the location of the node on the level ` whose rangecontains q can be computed in constant time. The trie Triea(U; V ) hasthe same structure except that some nodes are missing. Thus the trie canbe stored similarly in a sparse table implemented, e.g., with hashing. Thefollowing result due to Willard [Wil83] takes advantage of this possibility.Lemma 3.6 (x-fast trie) A set V on a universe U = [1; jU j] can bestored in O(jV j log2 jU j) bits so that ranking queries can be answered inO(log log jU j) time.



28 3 Solutions to basic problems[1; 8][1; 4][1; 2][1] [2] [3; 4][3] [4] [5; 8][5; 6][5] [6] [7; 8][7] [8](a) Tree2([1; 8])
[1; 8][1; 4][1; 2]1,1 1,2 2,2 [5; 8][5; 6]2,3 3,4 4,4(b) Trie2([1; 8]; f2; 5; 6g)Figure 3.1: (a) Tree2([1; 8]) with each node marked with the range it rep-resents. (b) Trie2([1; 8]; f2; 5; 6g) with each leaf marked with the minrankand maxrank values it stores.Proof Store V into the trie Trie2(U; V ). The nodes of the trie are storedin a hash table. The hash key of a node is its location in Tree2(U). Eachentry of the hash table stores the hash key and, if the node is a leaf, thecorresponding ranks. Every node �ts in O(log jU j) bits; thus the spacerequirement is O(jV j log2 jU j) bits.Consider now a ranking query with q 2 U . Let � be the path from theroot to the leaf representing q in the complete tree of U . Using the hashtable, we can, in O(1) time, �nd out whether a given node on � exists inthe trie. By a binary search on the path �, we can locate the leaf of the triewhose range contains q in O(log log jU j) time. �The above trie requires more space than the binary tree. However, bycombining the trie with trees using the bucket technique we can reducethe space requirement. The resulting data structure is called the y-fasttrie [Wil83].Theorem 3.7 (y-fast trie) A set V on a universe U = [1; jU j] can bestored in O(jV j log jU j) bits so that ranking queries can be answered inO(log log jU j) time.Proof Divide V into buckets of size log jU j and store each bucket in abinary tree. The O(jV j= log jU j) bucket separators are stored in an x-fasttrie (Lemma 3.6). The binary trees need O(jV j log jU j) bits and the x-fasttrie O((jV j= log jU j) log2 jU j) = O(jV j log jU j) bits of space. A query consists



3.2 Ranking strings 29Table 3.1: Data structures for ranking integers.data structure query time spacebucketed bitmap (Theorem 3.1) O(1) O(jU j)binary tree (Theorem 3.5) O(log jV j) O(jV j log jU j)y-fast trie (Theorem 3.7) O(log log jU j) O(jV j log jU j)of a query in the x-fast trie followed by a query in a binary tree, both ofwhich require O(log log jU j) time. �Another nonobvious implementation of a trie is given in [Wil84] (seealso [FW93]).3.1.3 SummaryTable 3.1 summarizes the properties of the integer ranking data structureswe have described. Storing just the V -points needs 
(jV j log jU j) bits; thusthe space requirement of binary trees and y-fast tries is optimal in thegeneral case. Note, however, that, if the universe is small compared to theset V , the space requirement of the bucketed bitmap can be o(jV j log jU j).3.2 Ranking stringsIn this section, we consider the ranking problem when the universe is theset �� of strings, where � = f1; : : : ; j�jg and j�j is small enough to �t intoa constant number of computer words.As before, we assume that the set V is a simple set, not a multiset. Theelements of V are called V -strings.3.2.1 Representing stringsBefore presenting the data structures for ranking, we need to specify somedetails of string representation.We assume that characters are stored as strings of dlog(j�j+1)e bits inthe natural way. The bit string of all zeros is not used. A string is storedas the concatenation of the character bit strings tightly packed into words.Possibly unused part of the last word is �lled with zeros. Thus a string S canbe seen as a string of jSjdlog(j�j+1)e bits or a string of djSjdlog(j�j+1)e=wewords. The lexicographic ordering is preserved in either representation.



30 3 Solutions to basic problemsThus, using the string of words representation, comparisons are faster thanusual by the factor �(w= log j�j).Another string representation matter is storing the set V . Let jjV jj bethe total length of the V -strings. In general, we need �(jjV jj log j�j) bitsto store the set V . However, there are relevant special cases, for examplethe set of all su�xes of a string, where V can be stored in less space. Toaccount for such cases, we de�ne the following storage scheme for the set V .Let T be a common superstring of the V -strings. That is, every V -string is a substring of T . Then each string in V can be represented withtwo pointers to T . The total space requirement of this representation isO(jV j log jT j + jT j log j�j) bits. We can assume that the length of T is atmost jjV jj but it can be much smaller. For example, if V is the set of allsu�xes of T , then jT j = jV j = �(pjjV jj). Note that any bit, character orword of a V -string can still be accessed in constant time with bitwise shiftand Boolean operations.3.2.2 Binary treeThe constant-time methods of Section 3.1.1 do not work with strings. Thelookup table and the bitmap approaches are impossible, because the universeis in�nite. Hashing could be generalized to a O(jQj log j�j=w) time operationfor a query string Q, but this does not lead to e�cient data structures forranking.The binary tree, too, is based on a constant-time operation that requiresO(jQj log j�j=w) time for a query string Q: the operation is comparison.Thus a naive implementation of a balanced binary tree for strings has querytime O(jQj log jV j log j�j=w). Manber and Myers [MM93] have describeda technique with which the total comparison time during a query can bereduced to O(jQj log j�j=w+log jV j). Manber and Myers gave the techniquefor the implicit binary tree of a binary search; it was generalized for arbitrarybinary trees in [Irv95]. This technique is described below. For simplicity,we assume, at �rst, that no bit-packing of characters is used.Consider a query in a binary tree at the moment when the query stringQ is about to be compared to a string R stored in a node at depth h in thetree. Let SR be the set of h V -strings stored in the ancestors of the nodestoring R, i.e., the set of strings that Q has already been compared to. LetS1; S2; : : : ; Sh be the strings in SR in lexicographic order, and let i be theinteger such that Si < R < Si+1. The string in SR that has the longestcommon pre�x with R must be either Si or Si+1 (in case of a tie choose Si).Assume, without loss of generality, that it is Si, and let lR be the length ofthe common pre�x. A pointer to Si and the value lR are stored with R.



3.2 Ranking strings 31Let S be a string in SR that has the longest common pre�x with Q, andlet lQ be the length of the common pre�x; S and lQ have been computedduring the search. Since Q is about to be compared to R, we must haveSi < Q < Si+1. Thus, S is either Si or Si+1 (if it is a tie, choose Si).The length of the longest common pre�x indicates lexicographic closenessof strings. Thus, if S = Si+1, then R is closer to Si while Q is closer to Si+1,and therefore, Si < R < Q < Si+1. If S = Si but lQ < lR, then Si < R < Q.Symmetrically, if S = Si but lQ > lR, then Si < Q < R. In each case, thecomparison of Q and R required no character comparisons. In the remainingcase, S = Si and lQ = lR. Then Q and R have a common pre�x of length lQand the comparison of Q and R can start from the character lQ+1. Duringthe character comparisons, a match increases the length of the commonpre�x and thus the value of lQ for the following steps, and a mismatch endsthe comparison. Therefore, if d is the depth of the binary tree, there are atmost jQj matches and d mismatches during the whole search.The e�ect of character packing is that we can compare �(log j�j=w)characters at a time and thus each match increases lQ by �(log j�j=w). Wehave the following theorem.Theorem 3.8 (Binary tree for strings) A set V of substrings of T 2 ��can be stored in O(jV j log jT j+ jT j log j�j) bits so that the ranks of a querystring Q can be computed in O(jQj log j�j=w + log jV j) time.3.2.3 Path-compressed triesBefore describing trie structures for strings, we introduce the concept ofsistrings [GBY91].Let �$ denote the set f$g [� where the extra character $ is the �rst inthe ordering. Let �1$ be the set of sistrings (semi-in�nite strings) over �$.The set �� can be embedded into �1$ by appending an in�nite sequence ofthe character $ to the end of a string S 2 ��. The embedding preservesthe lexicographic ordering. The character $ is represented with the stringof dj�$je zero bits. Thus, sistrings are consistent with the string-of-bits andthe string-of-words representations.We will de�ne tries for the universe �1$ instead of ��. The main reason isto avoid complexities caused by the varying length of strings. In particular,the varying length would be problematic for tries with the arity larger thanthe alphabet size.Let us start with the complete (in�nite) j�$j-ary tree for the universe�1$ , denoted by STreej�$j(�1$ ). As before with integers, the nodes ofSTreej�$j(�1$ ) represent ranges. We prune the tree by removing (not just



32 3 Solutions to basic problemsA$$$$$$$: : :

BACCA$$: : :

C CA$$$$: : :

BACCA$$$: : :

CA$$$$$$: : :
BACCA$: : :

CA$$$$$: : :(a) STrie4(fA; B; Cg1$ ; V )

A$: : : BACCA$: : :CCA$: : : BACCA$: : :CA$: : : BACCA$: : :CCA$: : :
(b) CSTrie4(fA; B; Cg1$ ; V )Figure 3.2: (a) trie STrie4(fA; B; Cg1$ ; V ), and (b) path-compressed trieCSTrie4(fA; B; Cg1$ ; V ), when V is the set of nonempty su�xes of the stringCABACCA.collapsing) the subtrees whose range contains no V -strings. The resultingtrie is denoted by STriej�$j(�1$ ; V ). An example is shown in Figure 3.2(a).The nodes of STriej�$j(�1$ ; V ) represent ranges. Because of the arityj�$j, each such range has an additional meaning as the range of sistringswith a particular pre�x, which we call the representative pre�x of the node.In Figure 3.2, the representative pre�x of a node is the concatenation of theedge labels on the path from the root to the node. The representative pre�xis always a pre�x of some sistring in the set V , and can be represented withpointers to T in O(log jT j) space.In principle, the arity of a string trie could be anything. However, thetrie with arity j�$j has a couple of advantages. First, the representativepre�x is then well-de�ned. Second, the depth reached by a ranking queryis limited by the length of the query string. This may not be true for otherarities as the following example shows.Example 3.9 Let �$ = f$; A; Bg be the alphabet and assume that the set



3.2 Ranking strings 33V contains the sistring S = ABBBBBBBBBB$$$: : : . Consider a ranking querywith the query string Q = B$$$: : : . The sistrings S and Q are very close toeach other as can be seen when interpreting them as ternary numbers:(0:2)3 � (0:12222222222)3 = (0:00000000001)3:Thus, in a trie of arbitrary arity, one might have to go down to the levelwhere the ranges of nodes are at most 3�11 wide before S and Q are separ-ated. However, in the ternary trie the separation happens already at depthone because the strings have no common pre�x.The advantages of the arity j�$j can also be achieved with an arity of somepower of j�$j. By using the string-of-bits representation, the arity can beany power of two up to 2w.The pruning of string tries was de�ned slightly di�erently from integertries: the empty subtrees were removed not just collapsed. The integer triemethod is simpler because all internal nodes have a full set of children, butit would take too much space with string tries. To see the e�ect of nothaving a full set of children, consider a ranking in STriej�$j(�1$ ; V ). Theranking with a query sistring Q starts at the root and proceeds downwards.At each step, one has to �nd the appropriate child. Since some children maybe missing, �nding the child is an access problem in the universe �$. Thesearch ends when it either reaches the $-part of Q or runs into a node thatwas removed in the pruning. In the former case, Q is in V and the ranksare stored in the last node accessed. In the latter case, the last accessednode u has children but the appropriate child v was removed in the pruning.To account for such a case, each internal node stores the ranks of the �rstand the last V -string in its range. The ranks of Q are then found in thepreceding or succeeding sibling of v that still exists in STriej�$j(�1$ ; V ).Locating the existing sibling is a ranking problem in the universe �$. Insummary, one has to do an access query at each step and possibly a rankingquery at the end. For the moment, we leave unspeci�ed the child access andranking structures implementing the queries.Finally, let us consider the size of the trie STriej�$j(�1$ ; V ). The trieis actually in�nite but can be made �nite by cutting the paths leading toleafs at the point of �rst $. However, the trie could still have �(jjV jj) nodes.The number of nodes can be reduced by a technique called path compression,which was �rst introduced by Morrison [Mor68]. We describe this techniquenext.A node in STriej�$j(�1$ ; V ) has to store three kinds of information: therepresentative pre�x, the child access and ranking structures, and the ranksof the �rst and the last V -strings in the range of the node. Now consider a



34 3 Solutions to basic problemspath segment without branches, i.e., a path segment where all but the lastnode has just one child (the last node could be either a leaf or an internalnode with more than one child). From the information of the last nodeone can compute all the information of the other nodes on the path: therepresentative pre�xes are pre�xes of the last node's representative pre�x,no explicit child access and ranking structure is needed when there is justone child, and the ranks are the same for all of the nodes. Thus, the explicitrepresentations of the single-child nodes can be removed. The removednodes are also called implicit nodes. In the resulting compact string trie,denoted by CSTriej�$j(�1$ ; V ), each explicit internal node has at least twochildren. Therefore, the number of explicit nodes is O(jV j). Figure 3.2(b)shows an example of CSTriej�$j(�1$ ; V ).Now we have the following result.Lemma 3.10 (Path-compressed trie) A set V of substrings of T 2 ��can be stored in O(jV j(log a+ log jT j) + jT j log j�j) bits so that the ranks ofa query string Q can be computed in O(jQj log j�j= log a + log log a) time,where a is a power of two between 2 and 2w.Proof The set V is stored in the trie CSTriea(�1$ ; V ). As discussedearlier, the arity a can be any power of two. The child access query isimplemented by perfect hashing (Lemma 3.3) and the child ranking querywith y-fast tries (Theorem 3.7).The access and ranking structures need O(jV j log a) bits over the wholetrie. The representative pre�xes in the nodes need O(jV j log jT j) bits andthe ranks O(jV j log jV j) bits. Since jV j < jT j2, log jV j = O(log jT j). Thestrings themselves take O(jV j log jT j+ jT j log j�j) bits of space.A ranking query will go at most to depth O(jQj log j�j= log a) in thetrie. Each step needs an access query and a comparison of log a bits both ofwhich can be done in O(1) time. A possible ranking query at the end needsO(log log a) time. �With the bucket technique we can reduce the space requirement.Theorem 3.11 (Hybrid path-compressed trie) A set V of substringsof T 2 �� can be stored in O(jV j log jT j+ jT j log j�j) bits so that the ranksof a query string Q can be computed in O(jQj log j�j= log a+ log log a) time,where a is a power of two between 2 and 2w.Proof Divide V into buckets of size log a and store each bucket into aseparate binary tree (Theorem 3.8). The O(jV j= log a) bucket separatorsare stored in a path-compressed trie (Lemma 3.10). The space requirement



3.3 One-dimensional range searching 35for the binary trees is O(jV j log jT j + jT j log j�j) bits and for the path-compressed trie O((jV j= log a)(log a+log jT j)+ jT j log j�j) = O(jV j log jT j+jT j log j�j) bits. A query spends O(jQj log j�j= log a+ log log a) time in thetrie and O(jQj log j�j=w + log log a) time in a binary tree. �3.2.4 SummaryTable 3.2 summarizes the properties of the two data structures for rankingstrings that we have described. The space requirement is O(jV j log jT j +jT j log j�j) in both cases.We can simplify the results if we make a couple of reasonable assump-tions. First, we assume that the space requirement of the whole task ispolynomial in jT j. Then, under our model of computation, w = �(log jT j).Second, we choose the arity of the trie to minimize the query time for querystrings of length q. With the trie of Theorem 3.11, the choice is such thatlog a = minflog jT j; q log j�jg. If we optimize for the worst case, i.e., longstrings, we get the properties of Table 3.3. Table 3.4 gives the propertieswhen the query string is actually of length q.In the literature, the most common data structure for ranking-like opera-tions on strings is a j�j-ary or binary, possibly path-compressed trie withoutadvanced child access and ranking techniques. The higher arities have beenignored because of the assumption that a character comparison requiresO(1)time (i.e., no character packing). The advanced child access and rankingtechniques have been ignored because of the assumption j�j = O(1).3.3 One-dimensional range searchingAs was shown in Lemma 2.27, any one-dimensional range query can bereduced to two ranking queries. Any of the data structures of the previoussections can be used. The space and time requirement are the same exceptan additional O(k) time is needed for reporting k points (assuming pointscan be handled in constant time).3.3.1 Pre�x matchingThe pre�x matching problem (Problem 2.24) is a special case of range search-ing in the universe of strings. A query string Q represents the range [Q;Q0[,where Q0 is the �rst string following Q in the lexicographic order that doesnot have Q as a pre�x. Computing Q0 from Q is not di�cult, but it is alsonot necessary, especially in the case of j�j-ary trie.



36 3 Solutions to basic problemsTable 3.2: Query times of data structures for ranking strings.data structure query timebinary tree for strings (Theorem 3.8) jQj log j�jw + log jV jhybrid path-compressed trie (Theorem 3.11) jQj log j�jlog a + log log aTable 3.3: Query times of the data structures when w = �(log jT j) and a ischosen to minimize the query time for long (enough) strings.data structure query timebinary tree for strings (Theorem 3.8) jQj log j�jlog jT j + log jV jhybrid path-compressed trie (Theorem 3.11) jQj log j�jlog jT j + log log jT jTable 3.4: Query times of the data structures when w = �(log jT j), jQj = q,and a is chosen to minimize the query time for query strings of length q.data structure query timebinary tree for strings (Theorem 3.8) q log j�jlog jT j + log jV jhybrid path-compressed trie (Theorem 3.11) q log j�jlog jT j + log(q log j�j)When doing pre�x matching in a j�$j-ary trie, the child ranking queryat the end of a search is not needed at all. Ordinarily, a child ranking queryis needed when a node on the search path is found to be missing due to thepruning. However, in the trie CSTriej�$j(�1$ ; V ) with the pre�x query Q,such an incident means that there are no strings with the pre�x Q, and anempty set can be returned right away. Furthermore, if the node v, whoserepresentative pre�x is Q, does exist, the range of v is exactly [Q;Q0[. Thus,the ranks of both the beginning and the end of the range can be stored intothe node v (or, if v is implicit, into the next explicit descendant of v).Applying the above idea to the trie of Lemma 3.10 leads to the followingresult.Theorem 3.12 (Pre�x matching trie) A set V of substrings of T 2 ��can be stored in O(jV j log jT j+ jT j log j�j)) bits so that the strings of V witha pre�x Q can be reported in O(jQj + k) time, where k is the number ofstrings in the answer.



3.4 String matching 37Proof Substitute j�j for a in Lemma 3.10 and remove the child rankingquery time O(log log a) from the query time. �Remark 3.13 The above optimization requires that, if the range of Q isnonempty, the range has a representative node in the trie. This means thatthe arity of the trie must be j�$j or an integer root of j�$j. In particular,the arity cannot be larger than j�$j.3.4 String matchingAs was mentioned in Section 2.3.2, a string matching query can be reducedto a pre�x matching query. The set V is the set of all su�xes of the text T .Thus all the above data structures for pre�x matching and string rankingapply to string matching, too. The time and space requirements are thesame except an additional O(k) time, for reporting k occurrences.3.4.1 Su�x indexesThe most commonly used text index for string matching is the su�x tree,which was �rst described by Weiner [Wei73]. It is essentially the compacttrie CSTriej�$j(�1$ ; V ), where V is the set of su�xes of the text T . A su�xtree usually includes additional pointers called su�x links, which are usedin fast construction algorithms [McC76, Ukk95] and some other algorithms[Ukk93, Cob95], but are not needed in basic string matching.The implementation of the child access queries in su�x trees is oftenleft unspeci�ed on the account that the arity (the alphabet size) is con-stant. However, if such an assumption cannot be made, hashing is theoptimal method. The data structure of Theorem 3.12, when storing the setof all su�xes of the text T , can be considered to be a hash implementa-tion of the su�x tree. Using hashing for child access was �rst suggested byMcCreight [McC76].Besides su�x trees, there are several other string matching indexes basedon searching in the set of su�xes of the text. Implementing the binary treeof Theorem 3.8 as a binary search on a sorted array leads to a data structurecalled the su�x array . In fact, Manber and Myers designed their fast binarysearch for strings precisely for the case of su�xes of a text [MM93]. Colussiand De Col [CD96] have described a hybrid data structure that combinessu�x trees and su�x arrays and is quite similar to the data structure ofTheorem 3.11.Other su�x-based structures include DAWG, CDAWG, su�x cactus,and LC-trie. The DAWG (directed acyclic word graph, also known as suf-



38 3 Solutions to basic problemsTable 3.5: Data structures for string matching.data structure query time spacesu�x array (Theorem 3.8) jP j log j�jlog jT j + log jT j+ k jT j log jT jhybrid su�x tree (Theorem 3.11) jP j log j�jlog jT j + log log jT j+ k jT j log jT jsu�x tree (Theorem 3.12) jP j+ k jT j log jT j�x automaton) is an automaton recognizing all substrings (or su�xes) ofthe text [BBH+85, Cro86]. It can also be described as the string trie com-pressed by combining identical subtrees. The CDAWG (Compact DAWG)is a DAWG with path compression [BBH+87, CV97]. The su�x cactus isa variation of the su�x tree where the path compression is taken a stepfurther [K�ar95]. The LC-trie (level-compressed trie) [AN93] is a binary triewhere several levels may be compressed in to one level. This creates thee�ect of a trie with varying arity. In [AN95] level compression is com-bined with path compression to implement su�x trees. None of these datastructures o�ers asymptotic advantages compared to the solutions we havedescribed.The properties of the solutions to string matching are summarized inTable 3.5. We have made the same simplifying assumptions as in Table 3.3,i.e., w = �(log jT j), and the query time of the tries is minimized for longquery strings. Since jV j = jT j and log j�j = O(w) = O(log jT j), the spacerequirement simpli�es to O(jT j log jT j).3.4.2 Sparse su�x treesThe space requirement for all the above solutions is 
(jT j log jT j) bits. Thisis not optimal since the text itself needs only O(jT j log j�j) bits, which canbe signi�cantly less if the alphabet is small.A simple way to reduce the space requirement is to store nothing butthe text. This leads to the algorithms that scan the whole text, for ex-ample, the Knuth{Morris{Pratt algorithm [KMP77]. Then, the space re-quirement is the optimal O(jT j log j�j) bits but the query time increases to
(jT j log j�j= log jT j).The 
(jT j log jT j) space requirement in the previous structures is due tothe need to have 
(jT j) pointers to the text to represent the su�xes. This isunavoidable for any data structure based on searching the set of all su�xes.One attempt to get around this problem is the sparse su�x tree [KU96b],which stores only a subset of the su�xes.



3.4 String matching 39Table 3.6: Space{time tradeo� of the sparse su�x tree.space query time hjT j log jT j log j�jlog log log jT j jP j log log jT j + k logj�j log log jT j + 11" jT j log jT j log j�jlog log jT j jP j log" jT j+ k " logj�j log jT j + 11" jT j log j�j jP jjT j" + k " logj�j jT j + 1Let Vh be the set of every hth su�x of a text T , i.e., V = fT [1; jT j]; T [h+1; jT j]; T [2h+1; jT j]; : : :g. A path compressed trie for Vh is called a h-spacedsparse su�x tree. Its space requirement is O(jT j((log jT j)=h+log j�j)) bits.With it we can easily �nd the occurrences of a string pattern P starting atpositions 1; h + 1; 2h + 1; : : :. We call these the h-occurrences of P . Theremaining problem is to �nd the other occurrences.In [KU96b], two basic methods are given for �nding the other occur-rences. The �rst method �nds all h-occurrences of the pattern su�xesP [i; jP j], i 2 [2; h], and then checks which of those occurrences are a partof a full pattern occurrence. This method has two problems. First, it doesnot work if jP j < h�1. Second, the number of h-occurrences of the patternsu�xes could be much larger than the number of occurrences of P . Thus,the worst case behavior is very bad. In [KU96b], the focus is on the averagecase behavior.The second method generates a set of patterns by prepending P witheach of the strings in [h�1i=1 �i, and �nds all h-occurrences of those patterns.Each occurrence found contains a distinct occurrence of P as a su�x. If theh-spaced sparse su�x tree has arity j�j, we can, instead of generating allthe patterns, start matching P from every explicit or implicit node of thetree up to depth h � 1. We can also use the technique of Theorem 3.12 toavoid the �nal child ranking queries. This leads to the total query time ofO(jP jj�jh�1 + k). We have the following result.Theorem 3.14 (Sparse su�x tree) A text T 2 �� can be stored inO(jT j((log jT j)=h + log j�j)) bits so that all occurrences of a string patternP can be found in O(jP jj�jh�1 + k) time, where h � 1 and k is the numberof occurrences.With di�erent choices for h we can have di�erent space{time tradeo�s.Table 3.6 gives some examples.



40 3 Solutions to basic problems3.5 Semi-in�nite two-dimensional range searchingNext, we consider the problem of semi-in�nite two-dimensional range search-ing, the easier special case of the general two-dimensional range searching.In most of what follows, we assume that the transformation into rankspace has been made. To get a general result, the time and space of rankingthe coordinates needs to be added to the time and space requirements. Whatthose are depends on the universe and method used for ranking. For someresults below, we also give a general version for an integer universe, i.e., auniverse whose points can be stored in constant number of words.In the rank space case, V is a set of points in the two-dimensional uni-verse [1; jV j]2. Furthermore, let V1 be the set of �rst coordinates and V2 theset of second coordinates of V . Then we have V1 = V2 = [1; jV j]. We con-sider only queries, where h2 = jV j, i.e., the query range is R = R1 � R2 =[l1; h1]� [l2; jV j]. Queries with a di�erent side open can be treated symmet-rically.3.5.1 Priority search treeWe will �rst present a data structure called the priority search tree [McC85].Consider the binary trie Trie2([1; jV j]; V1), i.e., the tree Tree2([1; jV j]) withthe leaves representing V1. As was discussed in Section 3.1.2, each node ofthe trie represents a range of [1; jV j]. Let the border of the range R1 =[l1; h1], denoted by B(R1), be the set of nodes whose range contains one orboth of l1 and h1. Let the cover of R1, denoted by C(R1), be the set of nodeswhose range is nested in R1 (i.e., contained by R1 but not containing l1 orh1) but whose parent's range is not nested in R1 (i.e., the parent containsl1 or h1). The border and cover are illustrated in Figure 3.3.The ranges of the cover nodes do not overlap and their union is R1 nfl1; h1g. All proper ancestors of the nodes in B(R1) and C(R1) are inB(R1). On any level of the trie, there are at most two border nodes and atmost two cover nodes. Thus, jB(R1)j; jC(R1)j = O(log jV j) and they canbe computed in O(log jV j) time by a simple search starting from the root.We will store the set V into Trie2([1; jV j]; V1) as follows. Into each nodeu, we store the point with the largest second coordinate such that the �rstcoordinate is in the range of u, and the point is not stored into any ancestorof u. Some of the nodes will be empty. The resulting data structure, prioritysearch tree, is denoted PTree2(V ).A semi-in�nite range query in PTree2(V ) is executed in two phases:1. �nd the points that are stored in the nodes of B(R1) (the points \onthe border") and are in the range R, and



3.5 Semi-in�nite two-dimensional range searching 41
l1 h1Figure 3.3: The border (light gray) and the cover (dark gray) of the range[l1; h1] in a trie. The horizontal dimensions of a node represent its range.2. �nd the points that are stored in the subtrees rooted at the nodes ofC(R1) (the points \under the cover") and have a second coordinateat least l2.The points under the cover have the �rst coordinate in the range R1; thuschecking just the second coordinate is enough. The points not under thecover and not on the border have a �rst coordinate outside R1 and can beignored.The �rst phase is executed simply by comparing each point on the borderto the query range R. During the second phase, let active nodes be the rootsof the subtrees to be searched. Let u be an active node, and let v = (v1; v2)be the point stored in u. If v2 � l2, v is reported as an answer, and thechildren of u are activated. If v2 < l2, all points in the subtree under uhave second coordinate less than l2 and the search of that subtree can bestopped.In the beginning of the second phase, there are O(log jV j) active nodes(the cover nodes). A successful comparison (v2 � l2) may increase thenumber of active nodes by one but also reports a point. A failed comparison(v2 < l2) reduces the number of active nodes by one. Thus, during thesecond phase, there is O(k) successful comparisons and O(log jV j+k) failedcomparisons, where k is the number of points reported.We have the following result.Lemma 3.15 (Priority search tree) A set V in the two-dimensional rankspace can be stored in O(jV j log jV j) bits such that a semi-in�nite two-dimensional range query can be answered in O(log jV j+ k) time, where k isthe size of the answer.



42 3 Solutions to basic problemsBy doing a rank transformation before the range search using, e.g., bin-ary trees, we have the following result.Corollary 3.16 A set V in a two-dimensional integer universe U can bestored in O(jV j log jU j) bits so that a semi-in�nite two-dimensional rangequery can be answered in O(log jV j + k) time, where k is the size of theanswer.3.5.2 Improved priority search treeThere is also another way to characterize the sets B(R1) and C(R1) inTrie2([1; jV j]; V1). Let ul and uh be the leafs representing l1 and h1, respect-ively, and let u0 be their nearest common ancestor. Note that, due to the reg-ular structure of Trie2([1; jV j]; V1), ul and uh can be computed in constanttime, and u0 in O(log log jV j) time by a binary search on the paths leadingto ul and uh (or in constant time using the methods in [HT84, SV88]). LetB(u) be the set of ancestors of a leaf u. Then, B(R1) = B(ul) [ B(uh).Let C[(ul; u0) be the set of nodes that are right children of the nodes onthe path from u0 to ul but are not themselves on the path. Symmetric-ally, let C](uh; u0) be the set of nodes that are left children of the nodeson the path from u0 to uh but are not themselves on the path. ThenC(R1) = C[(ul; u0) [ C](uh; u0).In [Ove88], Overmars describes how to speed up queries in a prioritysearch tree by augmenting it with additional structures. Overmars' algo-rithm does not compute the border and the cover explicitly, but it doesexecute the same two phases of the search.To do the �rst phase, we use the fact that B(R1) = B(ul) [B(uh). Westore the points in B(ul) and B(uh) into separate priority search trees. The�rst phase is done by querying the two priority search trees. We need tohave O(jV j) priority search trees (one for each leaf), each storing O(log jV j)points. By Corollary 3.16, the query time is O(log log jV j+k) and the totalspace requirement O(jV j log2 jV j).The second phase is done as before except that, in the beginning, we donot activate all cover nodes but only the successful cover nodes, the covernodes where the comparison will be successful. There are O(k) successfulcover nodes, and thus only O(k) nodes are ever activated. To �nd thesuccessful cover nodes, we use the fact that C(R1) = C[(ul; u0) [ C](uh; u0).The sets C[(ul; u0) and C](uh; u0) are stored in lists in decreasing order ofthe second coordinate of the points in the nodes. Then the successful covernodes are in the beginning of the lists and can be found in O(k) time.For each pair of a leaf u and its ancestor u0, we need the lists for C[(u; u0)



3.6 General two-dimensional range searching 43and C](u; u0). There are O(jV j log jV j) such pairs, and each list containsO(log jV j) nodes. Thus, the space requirement of the lists is O(jV j log3 jV j)bits.As the �nal step, the space requirement is reduced from O(jV j log3 jV j)to O(jV j log jV j) by pruning. Let ` be a level such that the subtrees withthe root at level ` have �(log2 jV j) nodes. Collapse all the subtrees withthe root at level ` into a single leaf. The points in the collapsed subtree arestored in the new leaf. The search for the points stored in the remaininginternal nodes is done as before. Since there are now only O(jV j= log2 jV j)leafs, all the data structures �t into O(jV j log jV j) bits.We still need to search the points in the leaves. The O(log2 jV j) pointsin a leaf u are stored in two data structures, a priority search tree (Corol-lary 3.16) and a list in decreasing order of the second coordinates. WithO(jV j= log2 jV j) leaves with O(log2 jV j) points in each, the total space re-quirement is O(jV j log jV j) bits.For the �rst phase of a query, the interesting leaves are the one or twoleaves on the border, i.e., the leaves whose ranges contains l1 or h1. Thepriority search trees in those leaves are searched in O(log log jV j+ k) time.For the second phase, the interesting leaves are the ones that get activatedduring the search. For those leaves, we search the list; the points in therange are in the beginning of the list. This requires O(k) time. We havethe following result due to Overmars [Ove88].Theorem 3.17 (Improved priority search tree) A set V in the two-dimensional rank space can be stored in O(jV j log jV j) bits so that a semi-in�nite two-dimensional range query can be answered in O(log log jV j + k)time, where k is the size of the answer.Remark 3.18 Overmars [Ove88] also gives a data structure for doublysemi-in�nite range queries. The data structure is simpler but has the sameasymptotic space and time requirement.3.6 General two-dimensional range searchingFinally, we describe solutions to the problem of general two-dimensionalrange searching in rank space. The solutions can be extended to arbitrarytwo-dimensional universes by providing a method for transforming coordin-ates into the rank space.In the rank space case, V is a set of points in the two-dimensional uni-verse [1; jV j]2. As before, V1 is the set of �rst coordinates of V , V2 is the



44 3 Solutions to basic problemsset of second coordinates of V , and V1 = V2 = [1; jV j]. The query range isR = R1 �R2 = [l1; h1]� [l2; h2].3.6.1 A method by ChazelleConsider again the trie Trie2([1; jV j]; V1). For each node u of the trie, letVu be the points of V with the �rst coordinate in the range of u, orderedby the second coordinate. For a coordinate value i 2 V2 and a node u, letr(i; u) be the rank of i in the second coordinates of Vu. A range query cannow be answered as follows:1. Compute the cover C(R1).2. For each cover node u, compute r(l2; u) and r(h2; u).3. For each cover node u, report the points of Vu with the ranks in therange [r(l2; u); r(h2; u)].In addition, we need to check the two points in the leafs representing l1 andh1. A straightforward implementation of the above procedure is to store,into every node u, the set Vu in an array ordered by the second coordinate.Then step 1 can be done in O(log jV j) time as described in the previoussection, step 2 in O(log2 jV j) time by binary searching, and step 3 in O(k)time. Since each point is stored once on every level, the space requirementis O(jV j log2 jV j) bits. This is the range tree of Bentley [Ben80].In [Cha88], Chazelle describes a di�erent implementation for the aboveprocedure outline. The �rst step remains the same, but the second andthird steps are di�erent. Chazelle's solution for the second step is basedon computing each rank r(i; u) from r(i; u0), where u0 is the parent of u.This is, in fact, a ranking operation, where Vu0 is the universe and Vu thesubset. Thus this operation can be done in O(1) time and in O(jVu0 j) bits ofspace by using the bucketed bitmap (Theorem 3.1). The space requirementof the bucketed bitmaps is O(jV j) bits for every level of the trie, a totalof O(jV j log jV j) bits. The step 2 is executed by �rst computing r(l2; u0)and r(h2; u0) for the root u0 and then propagating the ranks downwards tothe cover nodes in O(log jV j) steps. This improves the total query time toO(log jV j + k). The space requirement for steps 1 and 2 is O(jV j log jV j)bits, but step 3 still needs O(jV j log2 jV j) bits.The space requirement of step 3 can also be reduced. Let u be a covernode and let i be an integer such that r(l2; u) � i � r(h2; u). Then the ithpoint v in Vu is in the range R. After step 2, we know the rank i of the pointbut not the actual point. We do not want to spend O(jVuj log jV j) bits for a



3.6 General two-dimensional range searching 45lookup table to �nd out the point. Instead we have a table of O(jVuj) bits,where the ith bit tells which child of u contains the point v. Then we canuse the technique from step 2 to compute the rank of v in that child. Therank is propagated downwards until a leaf is reached, and only there theactual point is stored. Thus, space requirement is reduced to O(jV j log jV j)but the time requirement now increases to O((k + 1) log jV j).In [Cha88], Chazelle also describes data structures for step 3 that re-duce the time requirement and allow a space{time tradeo�. The idea is topropagate the ranks downwards in the tree several levels at a time. To jumph levels down, we have to �nd out, in which of the 2h descendants of u thepoint v is, and what is v's rank in that descendant. This can be done withthe data structure of Lemma 3.2 in O(1) time and O(jVujh) bits of space.As the �nal matter in Chazelle's data structure, we need to decide whatjumps to implement. Number the levels of the trie from 0 to dlog jV je � 1with 0 being the root level. Organize the level numbers in an a-ary tree,called the level tree. In the level tree, each subtree represents a consecutiverange of level numbers. The largest number in each subtree is at the root.Then, the root of the level tree contains dlog jV je�1, the number of the leaflevel of the trie (the level we want to end up at). We call the levels of thelevel tree tiers to avoid confusion. There are O(loga log jV j) tiers in total.A tier i has ai level numbers about evenly distributed over [0; dlog jV je� 1].Figure 3.4 shows examples of level trees.Let a level number `+h be the parent of a level number ` in the level tree.We implement a jump from every node on the level ` to the level `+h. Thisis illustrated in Figure 3.4(a). Now any point can be propagated to a leafin O(loga log jV j) time. There are ai jumps from the tier i to the tier i� 1with an average length of O(log jV j=ai�1). Thus the space requirement ofthe jumps for one tier is O(ajV j log jV j) and the total space requirement isthen O(ajV j log jV j loga log jV j) bits.Theorem 3.19 For any a 2 [2; log jV j], a set V in the two-dimensionalrank space can be stored in O(ajV j log jV j loga log jV j) bits so that a two-dimensional range query can be answered in O(log jV j+k loga log jV j) time,where k is the size of the answer.Another way to organize the jumps is based on the same level tree, butnow it is implemented using sibling lists. That is, there is a jump to aparent only from the child that is closest to the parent. Other nodes havea jump to the nearest sibling towards the parent. This is illustrated inFigure 3.4(b). Now a point propagation can be done in O(a loga log jV j)time. All jumps from a tier i level either to another tier i level or to a
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(a) Binary level tree with jumps of Theorem 3.19

0 1 2 4 5 6 8 9 103 7 1112
(b) Ternary level tree with jumps of Theorem 3.20Figure 3.4: Level trees. The arrows represent the jumps.tier i� 1 level has length O(log jV j=ai). Thus the space requirement of thejumps for one tier is O(jV j log jV j) bits and the total space requirement isthen O(jV j log jV j loga log jV j) bits.Theorem 3.20 For any a 2 [2; log jV j], a set V in the two-dimensionalrank space can be stored in O(jV j log jV j loga log jV j) bits so that a two-dimensional range query can be answered in O(log jV j+ka loga log jV j) time,where k is the size of the answer.3.6.2 A method by OvermarsThe next data structure we describe was introduced by Overmars [Ove88].Let ` be the �rst level of the trie Trie2([1; jV j]; V1) such that l1 and h1 are inthe ranges of two di�erent nodes ul and uh, respectively. In other words, uland uh have a common parent u0 whose range contains both l1 and h1. Thesets Vul and Vuh contain all the points with the �rst coordinate in the range



3.6 General two-dimensional range searching 47R1 but may also contain other points. However, all points in Vul have the�rst coordinate smaller than h1 and all points in Vuh have the �rst coordinatelarger than l1. Thus the range query [l1; h1]� [l2; h2] \ V is reduced to thesemi-in�nite range queries [l1; jV j]� [l2; h2]\ Vul and [1; h1]� [l2; h2]\ Vuh .For every node u, we have y-fast tries (Theorem 3.7) for transforming thesemi-in�nite ranges into the reduced rank space of Vu, and improved prioritysearch trees (Theorem 3.17) for executing the semi-in�nite range query. Wehave the following result due to Overmars [Ove88].Lemma 3.21 A set V in the two-dimensional rank space can be stored inO(jV j log2 jV j) bits so that a two-dimensional range query can be answeredin O(log log jV j+ k) time, where k is the size of the answer.Finally, we describe a new variation of the above data structure thatreduces the space requirement at the expense of the query time. The datastructure is the same as above except the trie Trie2([1; jV j]; V1) is replacedwith the a-ary Triea([1; jV j]; V1). This reduces the number of levels toO(loga jV j) and thus the space to O(jV j log jV j loga jV j) bits. Now the nodesul and uh may not cover the whole range R1; there can be up to a�2 nodes,denoted by C 0(R1), between ul and uh on the same level and with the rangecompletely inside R1.To execute a range query, we do semi-in�nite range queries in ul and uhas before. In addition, for every u 2 C 0(R1), we �nd the points of Vu withthe second coordinate in the range [l2; h2]. Thus the remaining problem isto compute the ranks r(l2; u) and r(h2; u) for each u 2 C 0(R1). This is doneas follows.Let u0 be the common parent of the nodes in C 0(R1). First, the ranksr(l2; u0) and r(h2; u0) are computed with a y-fast trie in time O(log log jV j).Then the ranks are propagated into the children as follows. Divide Vu0 intobuckets of size a. For each bucket boundary point p and each child u of u0,store r(p; u) into a table of jVu0 j=a � a = jVu0 j entries and with the spacerequirement of O(jVu0 j log jV j) bits. For each point v 2 Vu0 , store the childu of u0 whose range contains v; this �ts in O(jVu0 j log jV j) bits, too. Tocompute the ranks of a point v in each child of u0, �nd the bucket boundarynearest to r(v; u0), and update the bucket boundary ranks by scanning, oneby one, the points between r(v; u0) and the bucket boundary. This requiresO(a) time. Thus the ranks r(l2; u) and r(h2; u) for every child u of u0 canbe computed in O(log log jV j + a) time and O(jVu0 j log jV j) bits of space.Those children include the set C 0(R1).Every point of V is stored once on every level of Triea([1; jV j]; V1),and the data structures require no more space than the points themselves.



48 3 Solutions to basic problemsTable 3.7: Space{time tradeo� for two-dimensional range searching.space query time theorem ajV j log2 jV jlog log log jV j log log jV j+k 3.22 log log jV j1" jV j log2 jV jlog log jV j log" jV j+k 3.22 log" jV j1" jV j log1+" jV j log jV j+ 1"k 3.19 log" jV jjV j log jV j log log jV j log jV j+k log log jV j 3.19 or 3.20 21" jV j log jV j log jV j+ 1"k log" jV j 3.20 log" jV j1" jV j log jV j jV j"+k 3.22 jV j"Thus the space requirement is O(jV j log jV j loga jV j). We have the followingresult.Theorem 3.22 For any a 2 [2; jV j], a set V in the two-dimensional rankspace can be stored in O(jV j log jV j loga jV j) bits so that a two-dimensionalrange query can be answered in O(a + log log jV j + k) time, where k is thesize of the answer.3.6.3 SummaryTheorems 3.19, 3.20 and 3.22, provide us with many possible solutions to thetwo-dimensional range search problem with di�erent space{time tradeo�s.Table 3.7 gives some of these solutions ordered by the space requirement.



Chapter 4Repetition-based indexingRepetition-based indexing is a scheme for solving the indexed pattern match-ing problem (Problem 2.22). A key feature of repetition-based indexing is itsexibility with respect to the tradeo� between the size of the index structureand the time for answering pattern queries. The possibilities of the schemerange from the bare text with no index to su�x-tree-like data structures.More importantly, it also provides alternatives between these two extremes.The only other solution presented so far between these extremes is the sparsesu�x tree (Section 3.4.2).In this chapter, we describe the basic ideas behind repetition-based in-dexing and discuss the extremes of the space{time tradeo�. A compromisebetween the extremes, called the Lempel{Ziv index, will be presented indetail in Chapter 5. A variation of the Lempel{Ziv index for the q-grammatching problem is presented in Chapter 6. The idea of repetition-basedindexing �rst appeared in [KU96a] as the special case described in Chapter 5.4.1 The general frameworkWe start by describing the idea of repetition-based indexing at a generallevel.4.1.1 PhrasesRepetition-based indexing takes advantage of repetitions in the text. By arepetition we mean a string that appears two or more times in the text. Theinformation about repetitions is represented by phrases.De�nition 4.1 Let T be a string and let I and J be intervals of T suchthat T (I) = T (J). Then I ! J is a phrase of T . The interval I is called49



50 4 Repetition-based indexing
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[1] [2] [3] [4] [5][1,2] [2,3] [3,4] [4,5][1,3] [2,4] [3,5][1,4] [2,5][1,5]Figure 4.1: On the left is an illustration of the phrase set Z = f[3] ![1]; [5; 4] ! [3; 2]; [1; 3] ! [3; 5]g for the text T = ABABA. The sources areshown as line segments under the text and the repeats as boxes around textsegments. On the right is the phrase graph GZ .the source and J the repeat . The phrase is trivial if I = J .The two intervals of a phrase are in symmetric position, that is, if I ! Jis a phrase, then J ! I is a phrase, too. The direction of the phrase, i.e.,which interval is the source and which the repeat, a�ects the way phrasesare used. In algorithms, a phrase is accessed through the source. That is,algorithms search for phrases whose source contains the pattern, and thenuse the information that the repeat has the same content.A long phrase implicitly de�nes many shorter phrases as follows.De�nition 4.2 Let T be a string and I ! J its phrase. Let I 0 and J 0 beintervals of T such that jI 0j = jJ 0j, I 0 � I, J 0 � J , and  �I 0 � �I = �J 0 � �J .Then I 0 ! J 0 is a subphrase of I ! J . A subphrase is always a phrase.Repetition-based indexing uses the information in a set of phrases. Alot of this information is implicit in the set. It can be made more explicitusing phrase graphs.De�nition 4.3 Let T be a string and let Z be a set of phrases of T . Thephrase graph GZ for Z is de�ned as follows. The vertices of GZ are thenonempty intervals of T . There is a directed edge from interval I to intervalJ if I ! J is a subphrase of some phrase of Z.An example of a phrase set and its phrase graph is shown in Figure 4.1.The implicit information in a set of phrases is more than just the sub-phrase information as shown by the following lemma.



4.1 The general framework 51Lemma 4.4 Let T be a string, Z a set of phrases of T , and GZ the phrasegraph of Z. Let intervals I and J belong to the same connected componentof GZ, i.e., there is an undirected path from I to J . Then T (I) = T (J).It should be emphasized that phrase graphs are not explicitly representedor stored in repetition-based indexing. They are just a convenient wayto think and talk about the implicit information in a set of phrases. Forexample, when we say that an algorithm follows an edge from a vertex I toa vertex J in a phrase graph GZ , we mean that the algorithm �nds a phraseof Z whose source contains I and then computes J as the interval at thecorresponding position in the repeat.The information content of a phrase graph does not depend on the dir-ection of edges. Algorithms, however, travel in the phrase graph only in thedirection of edges. This limits signi�cantly the reachability of vertices.De�nition 4.5 The vertices of a phrase graph with no incoming edges arecalled roots. A phrase graph is rooted if every vertex is reachable from aroot. A phrase set is rooted if its phrase graph is rooted.A phrase graph that is not rooted must be cyclic, but a cyclic phrase graphcan be rooted, too.In a rooted phrase graph one has to be concerned with the reachabilityof roots only; other vertices can be reached by following the edges. Thenext example illustrates a problem with phrase sets and graphs that are notrooted.Example 4.6 Figure 4.2 shows two phrase sets and their phrase graphs.The characters within repeats are hidden, but in a rooted phrase set thehidden characters can be inferred.In the �rst case, the phrases are [7; 8] ! [3; 4] and [2; 4] ! [7; 9]. Thephrase set is rooted and implies that T [9] = T [4] = T [8] = T [3] = T [7] =T [2] = A.In the second case, the phrases are [8; 9]! [3; 4] and [2; 4]! [7; 9]. Thephrase set is not rooted. For instance, [3] is not reachable from a root. Thephrase set implies that T [7] = T [2] = A. It also implies that T [3] = T [8]and T [4] = T [9] but it is not possible to infer the actual characters at thepositions 3, 4, 8, and 9.4.1.2 Repetition-based indexingNow we are ready to describe the ideas of repetition-based indexing. Givenany rooted phrase set of the text, the �rst phase of a query is to locate the



52 4 Repetition-based indexing1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10B A - - 1A B - - - 2B12 [2] [7] [3] [8] [4] [9][2,3] [7,8] [3,4] [8,9][2,4] [7,9]1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10B A - - 1A B - - - 2B12 [2] [7] [3] [8] [4] [9][2,3] [7,8] [3,4] [8,9][2,4] [7,9]Figure 4.2: Two examples of a string with two phrases (left) and theirphrase graphs (right). The unconnected vertices of the phrase graphs arenot shown.occurrences of the pattern that are roots of the phrase graph. Then followthe edges of the phrase graph to �nd the rest of the occurrences. This isformalized below.De�nition 4.7 Let T be the text and Z a rooted phrase set of T . Let O bethe set of all occurrences of a pattern P in T . The set O0 of primary occur-rences of P consists of the occurrences that are not contained by any repeatof Z (i.e., the occurrences that are roots of GZ). The set O00 of secondaryoccurrences of P is the complementary set O nO0, i.e., the occurrences thatare contained by some repeat of Z. Formally,O0 = fO 2 O j 8I ! J 2 Z : O * JgO00 = O n O0 = fO 2 O j 9I ! J 2 Z : O � Jg:Example 4.8 Consider the text and the phrase set in Figure 4.3. Thepattern ABB has �ve occurrences. The occurrences at [2; 4] and [21; 23] areprimary and the occurrences at [8; 10], [15; 17], and [25; 27] are secondary.Problem 4.9 (Primary search) Let T be the text and Z a rooted phraseset of T . Given a pattern P , the primary search query asks for all primaryoccurrences of P in T . Let P be a class of patterns. The primary searchproblem is to store T and Z in such a way that primary search queries canbe answered quickly for any pattern in P. The data structure supportingprimary search queries is called the primary index .Problem 4.10 (Secondary search) Let T be the text and Z a rootedphrase set of T . Given the set of the primary occurrences of a pattern P



4.2 Realizations 531 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27B 1A B 2B A B 3A A B B A B A 4B A B B 5B B B A B 6B A A B B 712 34 567Figure 4.3: A phrase set for the string BABBABAABBABABABBBBBABBAABB.in T , the secondary search query asks for all secondary occurrences of P inT . Let P be a class of patterns. The secondary search problem is to storeZ in such a way that secondary search queries can be answered quickly forany pattern in P. The data structure supporting secondary search queriesis called the secondary index .4.2 RealizationsTo make repetition-based indexing concrete, we need to de�ne the phraseset, and give algorithms for primary and secondary searching. Let us �rstconsider the choice of the phrase set.4.2.1 The phrase setThe two main goals in choosing the phrase set for a text are to minimizethe number of phrases and to minimize the number of primary occurrences.The motivation for the �rst goal is to minimize the space requirement ofthe primary and secondary indexes. Both indexes generally have (at least)linear dependence on the number of phrases. The reason for the second goalis that primary searching, in general, is harder than secondary searching.Therefore, the phrase repeats should cover the intervals of the text as wellas possible to reduce the primary searching time.The two goals are contradictory, but some things can be done to advanceone goal without hurting the other. First, phrases that do not contribute tothe coverage can be removed. Below is the de�nition of such phrases.De�nition 4.11 A phrase I ! J of a rooted phrase set Z is redundant ifremoving it from Z keeps the phrase graph GZ rooted and the set of rootsunchanged.



54 4 Repetition-based indexingLemma 4.12 A nonempty phrase is redundant if and only if its repeat iscontained by another repeat.Second, the phrases should be as long as possible. Some notions of (local)maximality of phrases are de�ned in the following.De�nition 4.13 Let T be a string and I ! J its phrase. The phrase I ! Jis right maximal if [ �I ;�!I + 1] ! [ �J ;�!J + 1] is not a phrase of T . Thephrase I ! J is left maximal if [ �I � 1;�!I ] ! [ �J � 1;�!J ] is not a phraseof T . The phrase is maximal if it is both left maximal and right maximal.Third, the overlap of the repeats should be minimal. Overlap wastes cov-erage because some intervals are covered multiple times. Multiple coveragealso makes secondary search more di�cult.One of the two goals aims at reducing space requirement and the otherat reducing time requirement. Thus, the choice of the phrase set is aboutspace{time tradeo�. At one extreme of the space{time tradeo� is the caseof no phrases. Then all occurrences are primary and there is no secondarysearching phase. The other extreme is the case of minimal number of pri-mary occurrences, or maximal coverage of intervals with repeats. Since eachstring that occurs in the text must have at least one primary occurrence, aroot, the following is the best we can do.De�nition 4.14 A rooted phrase set Z of a text T has maximal coverageif every string that occurs in T has exactly one primary occurrence.There is a whole spectrum of possibilities between these extremes. A par-ticularly interesting middle ground choice, called the Lempel{Ziv parse, ispresented in Chapter 5.Of the extremes, the case of no phrases is trivial but the maximal cov-erage case is not. Let us look at an example of a maximal coverage phraseset.Example 4.15 Let Z be the set of nontrivial phrases I ! J of a text T suchthat I is the �rst occurrence of T (I) and [ �J ;�!J +1] is the �rst occurrence ofT [ �J ;�!J +1] (or �!J = jT j). There is also the following alternative de�nitionof Z.For j 2 [2; jT j], let Ij ! Jj be the phrase such that  �Jj = j, �!Jj is thelargest integer such that Jj is not the �rst occurrence of T (Jj), and Ij isthe �rst occurrence T (Jj). Then Z = fIj ! Jj j j 2 [2; jT j]g.Now it is easy to see that any interval O that is not the �rst occurrenceof T (O) is covered by at least one repeat, J �O . Thus only the �rst occurrence



4.2 Realizations 55of each string is a primary occurrence. Note also that the repeat covering Obegins at �O . Furthermore, for each phrase I ! J 2 Z, T [�!I +1] 6= T [�!J +1],and thus all phrases are right maximal.4.2.2 Primary searchingThe nature and di�culty of the primary search problem depends cruciallyon the phrase set and the pattern class. Here we look at the two extremes forthe choice of the phrase set, and consider mainly the class of string patterns.In the case of no phrases, the primary search problem is to perform apattern matching query without any text preprocessing. The literature hasa large number of such algorithms for many di�erent pattern classes.In the other extreme, let us consider string matching with the maximalcoverage phrase set of Example 4.15. The primary search for a pattern Pcould go as follows. Let Oi be the primary occurrence of P [1; i]. Startingwith O0 = [1; 0], we use each Oi to compute Oi+1 as follows:1. If T [�!Oi + 1] = P [i+ 1], then Oi+1 = [ �Oi;�!Oi + 1].2. Otherwise, look for the phrase Oi ! J with T [�!J + 1] = P [i + 1]. Ifsuch a phrase exists, then Oi+1 = [ �J ;�!J + 1].3. Otherwise, P [1; i+ 1] has no occurrences in T .Example 4.16 Let T = CABACCA. Then the maximal coverage phrase setof Example 4.15 is Z = f[1; 0] ! [2; 1]; [1; 0] ! [3; 2]; [2; 2] ! [4; 4]; [1; 1] ![5; 5]; [1; 2] ! [6; 7]; [2; 2] ! [7; 7]g. The primary search for the patternP = CCB goes as follows. In the beginning, O0 = [1; 0]. Since T [1] = P [1],we apply step 1 and get O1 = [1; 1]. Now T [2] 6= P [2], so we try step 2and look for a phrase [1; 1] ! J with T [�!J + 1] = P [2] = C. The phrase[1; 1]! [5; 5] satis�es the conditions, so we set O2 = [5; 6]. Next we see thatT [7] 6= P [3] and there is no phrase with [5; 6] as the source. Thus, neitherstep 1 nor step 2 can be applied, and we conclude that P has no occurrencesin T .Step 2, the only nontrivial step of the algorithm, can be implemented,for example, by storing each phrase I ! J in a hash table using the pair(I; T [�!J + 1]) as the key. This data structure is, in fact, the su�x cactus,which is described in [K�ar95] together with an implementation not basedon hashing. Figure 4.4 shows the su�x cactus corresponding to the phraseset of Example 4.16. It also shows another su�x cactus for the same string,corresponding to a di�erent maximal coverage phrase set with right maximalphrases.



56 4 Repetition-based indexing
! [1; 0][1; 2]! [6; 7][1; 1]! [5; 5][1; 0]! [2; 1][2; 2]! [4; 4][2; 2]! [7; 7][1; 0]! [3; 2]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7C A B A C C A C A B A C C AC AA B A C C AC C AB A C C A
! [7; 6][7; 7]! [2; 2][7; 7]! [4; 4][7; 6]! [3; 2][7; 6]! [6; 5][6; 7]! [1; 2][6; 6]! [5; 5]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7C A B A C C A A B A C C AC C AB A C C AC A B A C C AC AFigure 4.4: Maximal coverage phrase set and su�x cactus. On the left aretwo phrase sets. The �rst interval in each set (a repeat without a source)is the occurrence O0, the starting point for the search. In the middle arevisual representations of the phrase sets. On the right are the correspondingsu�x cactuses.The su�x cactus is closely related to the su�x tree [K�ar95]. This canalso be seen by comparing the second cactus in Figure 4.4 to the tries inFigure 3.2. Indeed, the connection between su�x cactuses and phrase setscan be extended to other compact forms of the j�j-ary trie as shown by thefollowing result.Proposition 4.17 The su�x tree of a text T has an explicit node repres-enting a string S if and only if there exists a (possibly trivial) right maximalphrase I ! J such that T (I) = T (J) = S. If there is only one such phrase



4.2 Realizations 57and it is trivial, the node is a leaf.The DAWG of a text T has a node representing a string S if and only ifthere exists a (possibly trivial) left maximal phrase I ! J such that T (I) =T (J) = S. If at least one of the phrases is trivial, the node is a backbonenode.The CDAWG of a text T has a node representing string S if and onlyif there exists a (possibly trivial) maximal phrase I ! J such that T (I) =T (J) = S. If the phrase is trivial, it is [1; jT j] ! [1; jT j], and the node isthe �nal node.We will not prove this result here. For a de�nition of su�x trees, DAWGsand CDAWGs, and a description of their properties and relationships, werefer to [BBH+87].4.2.3 Secondary searchingUnlike with primary searching, the nature and di�culty of the secondarysearch problem are quite similar in all variations of the repetition-basedindexing. In this section, we give a general solution that works for anyrooted phrase set and any pattern class. It works even for the generalpattern class of De�nition 2.17. However, we shall also see, in this sectionand in later chapters, that better solutions are possible in special cases.Below is the general algorithm for secondary searching.Algorithm 1 Secondary searchInput: rooted phrase set Z, set O0 of primary occurrencesOutput: set O of all occurrencesUses: set Q of unprocessed occurrences1 O := O02 Q := O03 while Q 6= ; do4 choose any O 2 Q5 Q := Q n fOg6 for each I ! J 2 Z such that O � I do7 O00 := [ �O + �J � �I ;�!O + �J � �I ]8 if O00 62 O then9 O := O [ fO00g10 Q := Q[ fO00g11 return OThere are two places in Algorithm 1, where the implementation detailsare not trivial. The �rst one is on line 6, where we have to solve a range



58 4 Repetition-based indexingcontainment problem (Problem 2.31). As mentioned in Section 2.3.4, wecan use any solution to the doubly semi-in�nite range search problem suchas the data structure mentioned in Remark 3.18.The second nontrivial place is the check on line 8, where the purpose isto avoid processing the same occurrence multiple times. If an occurrence iscontained by multiple repeats, it is found multiple times on line 6. To im-plement the check for duplicates, we could store the set O in a dynamic datastructure supporting insertions and access queries. For example, the expo-nential search tree of Andersson [And96] supports O(plog jOj) amortizedtime operations.A better way to handle duplicate occurrences is to augment the phraseswith additional information about the overlaps of repeats. Let us assumethat there are no redundant phrases, i.e., that no repeat is contained byanother. Let I ! J be a phrase and let J 0 be the next repeat to the rightof J . A secondary occurrence contained by J is reported only if it is notcontained by J 0. Then, each secondary occurrence is reported only once.By storing  �J 0 with the phrase I ! J , only constant time is needed for thecheck. The set O can now be implemented, e.g., as a simple list. The oneremaining ine�ciency is that O(1) time is still needed for each duplicate ofan occurrence.There is a way to store the phrases in such a way that the duplicates arecompletely avoided. Let I, J and J 0 be as above and let bI = �I + �J 0 � �J .Then on line 6 of Algorithm 1, we should �nd the phrases such that notonly O � I but also  �O < bI insuring that O00 6� J 0. This can also be statedas the query ( �O ;�!O ) 2 [ �I ; bI [ � ]�1;�!I ]. This kind of queries, wherewe ask for ranges that contain a query point, a reversal of roles from rangequeries, are often called stabbing queries. This problem could be solvedusing complicated data structures but we will not develop this approachfurther. The solution would be worthwhile only if there is a lot of overlapbetween the repeats, and as we have mentioned, there are reasons to avoidoverlapping repeats anyway.One phrase set that could have a lot of overlapping repeats is the max-imal coverage phrase set of Example 4.15, but there are better methods forsecondary searching in this special case. First, with the maximal cover-age phrase set, bI =  �I + 1 for all phrases. Thus, the condition on line 6becomes  �O =  �I and �!O � �!I , which is a much simpler query to imple-ment. Without going into details, this approach e�ectively leads to makinga full traversal of the subcactus of the su�x cactus from the point wherethe primary search ended.But there is an even simpler method. The set of secondary occurrences of



4.3 Concluding remarks 59a primary occurrence O is the set of all other occurrences of the string T (O),and can be represented as the range of su�xes with the pre�x T (O). To beprecise, the range also contains O itself but this is no problem. The rangeis stored with O. A similar approach is not useful with most other phrasesets because, �rst, the secondary occurrences associated with a particularprimary occurrence can not be represented as a range of su�xes, and second,the ordered array of su�xes requires more space than the rest of Algorithm 1unless jZj = 
(jT j).4.3 Concluding remarksRepetition-based indexing is a general scheme for pattern matching. Wehave described some examples of its use in order to illustrate the wide rangeof ways it can be applied, and to lay the ground for what follows. In the nexttwo chapters, we give two concrete applications of repetition-based indexingthat improve on previous results on pattern matching.
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Chapter 5Lempel{Ziv indexIn this chapter, we describe a class of phrase sets, called Lempel{Ziv (LZ)parses, lying somewhere in the middle of the space{time tradeo� spectrum,and give the associated data structures and algorithms for primary andsecondary searching. The resulting solution to the string matching problemis called the Lempel{Ziv (LZ) index. The use of LZ parsing in repetition-based indexing, and indeed the whole idea of repetition-based indexing, wasintroduced in [KU96a]. The phrase set used here is essentially the same asin [KU96a], but the primary and secondary search algorithms are di�erent.5.1 Lempel{Ziv parseThe main idea of the class of LZ parses is to cover the text with non-overlapping repeats. We call these phrase sets Lempel{Ziv parses, becausethey parse the text into blocks of strings (the repeats) and because the �rstsuch parse was described by Lempel and Ziv [LZ76].5.1.1 Lempel{Ziv parse and Ziv{Lempel compressionThe original LZ parse was used for measuring the complexity (lack of re-petition) of a text. A better known use for an LZ parse is Ziv-Lempelcompression [ZL77, ZL78], where the idea is to replace the substring in arepeat with a reference to the corresponding source interval. If the space re-quirement of the reference is less than the space requirement of the replacedstring, compression is achieved.In decompression, the repeat substring is restored by reading the sourcesubstring. This, of course, requires that the source substring is alreadyuncompressed. This can be guaranteed with an appropriate order of de-compression provided that the LZ parse is rooted (see Example 4.6).61



62 5 Lempel{Ziv indexA large number of variations on the Ziv-Lempel compression schemehave been described. These are often divided into two classes called LZ77and LZ78 [BWC89, BCW90], or LZ1 and LZ2 [Sto88]. The �rst class ori-ginates from [ZL77] and the second one from [ZL78]. The LZ77 variationsreplace a repeat substring with a direct reference to the source interval. TheLZ78 variations replace substrings with pointers to a separate (dynamic)dictionary containing substrings or intervals.Several algorithms for pattern matching in Ziv-Lempel compressed textswithout decompression have been described [ABF96, GKPR96, KTS+98,FT98, KTSA99, NR99]. The variation of Ziv{Lempel compression in [FT98]is based on a phrase set that is essentially the same as the one described inthis chapter.5.1.2 Basic propertiesFormally, we de�ne LZ parse as follows.De�nition 5.1 A Lempel{Ziv (LZ) parse is a phrase set that is rooted,1-spaced and pairwise right maximal.The terms `1-spaced' and `pairwise right maximal' will be de�ned later inthis section (De�nitions 5.3 and 5.6). Examples of LZ parses are given inFigure 5.1 on page 66.The de�nition is based on three principles, which are (in order of import-ance) non-overlapping repeats, maximal coverage, and minimum number ofphrases. We will next take a closer look at these principles one at a time.Non-overlapping repeats The key property of an LZ parse is that re-peats do not overlap. In repetition-based indexing, this property has severaladvantages. First, coverage of intervals is not wasted by covering some in-tervals multiple times. Second, there can be no redundant phrases (exceptempty phrases). Third, we can use Algorithm 1 for secondary search with noconcern about duplicate occurrences. Fourth, it is easy to recognize whethera set of phrases is rooted or not as shown by the following lemma.Lemma 5.2 Let Z be a set of phrases with non-overlapping repeats. Theset Z is rooted if and only if its phrase graph GZ is acyclic.Proof With non-overlapping repeats, each vertex of GZ can have at mostone incoming edge. Thus, the connected components of GZ are either rootedtrees or simple cycles. Since a cycle has no root, Z is rooted if and only ifthere are no cycles. �



5.1 Lempel{Ziv parse 63There are circumstances where limited overlap of repeats may be allowedwithout compromising the above bene�ts. For example, if it is known thatno pattern will match a string shorter than q, then overlaps of at most q�1are acceptable. Such a case is described in Chapter 6.Maximal coverage of text The second principle, covering as much of thetext as possible with repeats, is necessary to make primary search e�cient.It is not possible to cover every character. For each di�erent character thatappears in the text, there must be at least one (a root) that is not coveredby any repeat. All other characters on the other hand could be covered. Inany case, there should not be large uncovered areas. The following de�nitioncaptures this idea.De�nition 5.3 A phrase set with non-overlapping repeats is 1-spaced ifthere is exactly one uncovered character before the �rst repeat and betweeneach pair of consecutive repeats.Remark 5.4 Any phrase set can be made 1-spaced by removing or shorten-ing phrases whose repeats overlap or touch and by adding (possibly empty)phrases where necessary.1-spacing provides non-optimal covering in two ways. First, some un-covered characters between repeats could have been covered. Second, re-dundant empty phrases may be needed between consecutive uncoverablecharacters. However, the regular spacing of repeats gives other advantages.In particular, it makes primary searching easier. In principle, some other�xed spacing could be used, but perfectly regular 0-spacing is not possible,because some characters must be left uncovered, and larger spacings wouldmake the coverage worse.Minimum number of phrases The obvious motivation for the thirdprinciple, minimum number of phrases, is to save space, but it also improvesthe coverage of intervals. Minimizing the number of phrases of a 1-spacedphrase set is equivalent to maximizing the average length of the phrases,which improves the coverage of long intervals.Unfortunately, �nding the rooted 1-spaced phrase set with minimal num-ber of phrases is a hard problem. The very closely related problem of �ndingthe rooted phrase set with non-overlapping repeats that minimizes the totalnumber of phrases and uncovered characters has been shown to be NP-complete [Gal82].



64 5 Lempel{Ziv indexThus, we will not require the absolutely minimum number of phrasesor maximum average length of phrases, but a weaker property based on amore local form of maximality. Note, however, that the local maximalitiesof De�nition 4.13 would be too weak because they do not take into accountthe freedom in placing the sources. Instead, we use the following notion ofmaximality.De�nition 5.5 Let J and J 0 be two repeats of a phrase set over a text T .Without loss of generality, assume that jJ j = jJ 0j + i for some i � 0. Therepeats J and J 0 are pairwise right maximal if [ �J 0 ;�!J 0 + i+1]! [ �J ;�!J +1]is not a phrase of T .Intuitively, the meaning is that we cannot make the longer repeat J anylonger by moving its source to start at  �J 0 .De�nition 5.6 Let J the set of repeats of a phrase set Z, and let J0 = [1; 0]be a `dummy' repeat. The phrase set Z is pairwise right maximal if all pairsin the set J [ fJ0g are pairwise right maximal.The bene�ts of this notion of maximality are twofold. First, it is easyto achieve with the greedy online algorithms of Section 5.1.3. Second, it isgood enough for the quite strong upper bounds on the number of phrasesgiven in Section 5.1.4.5.1.3 ConstructionA natural way to construct an LZ parse is a greedy online construction thatscans through the text and builds the phrase set on the way. After eachstep of the scan, the LZ parse for the scanned part is ready. A phrase setconstructed this way has the following useful property.De�nition 5.7 A phrase I ! J is right-directional if I < J . A phrase setis right-directional if all of its phrases are right-directional.The signi�cance of right-directionality is shown by the following result.Lemma 5.8 A right-directional phrase set with non-overlapping repeats isrooted.Proof In the phrase graph of a right-directional phrase set, all edges gofrom the earlier interval to the later interval. Thus, the phrase graph isacyclic and, by Lemma 5.2, the phrase set is rooted. �



5.1 Lempel{Ziv parse 65Optimal construction Below is a greedy online algorithm that con-structs the minimal right-directional LZ parse.Algorithm 2 Greedy online construction of LZ parseInput: text TOutput: right-directional LZ parse Z of T1 Z := ;2 i := 23 while i � jT j+ 1 do4 Let I ! J be a phrase of maximum lengthsuch that  �J = i and  �I < i5 Z := Z [ fI ! Jg6 i := �!J + 27 return ZAn example of an LZ parse constructed by this algorithm is in Figure 5.1(a).Choosing the phrases in step 4 is done during an online construction ofthe (j�j-ary) su�x tree. The online construction adds su�xes to the su�xtree in left-to-right order. When adding the su�x T [i; jT j], the algorithmneeds to compute the longest common pre�x between T [i; jT j] and an earliersu�x to know where to insert T [i; jT j] in the su�x tree. The commonpre�xes of the two su�xes form the phrase I ! J . There are fast onlineconstruction algorithms for the su�x tree based on the use of su�x links[McC76, Ukk95].The following results show that Algorithm 2 constructs a right-directionalLZ parse of minimal size.Lemma 5.9 The phrase set Z built by Algorithm 2 is pairwise right max-imal.Proof Assume the contrary, i.e., that [ �J 0 ;�!J 0 + i + 1] ! [ �J ;�!J + 1] is aphrase of T for some repeats J and J 0 of Z (J 0 may also be the dummyrepeat [1; 0]), and some i � 0 such that jJ j = jJ 0j + i. If J 0 < J , thealgorithm would not have chosen J as the repeat that starts at  �J because[ �J 0 ;�!J 0 + i+ 1]! [ �J ;�!J + 1] is a phrase with a longer repeat. Similarly, ifJ < J 0, the repeat J 0 would not have been chosen because [ �J ;�!J + 1] ![ �J 0 ;�!J 0 +i+1] is a phrase, too. In both cases, there is a contradiction, whichproves the lemma. �



66 5 Lempel{Ziv index1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27B 1A B 2B A B 3A A B B A B A 4B A B B 5B B B A B 6B A A B B 712 3 45 6 7(a) LZ parse constructed by Algorithm 2.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27B 1A B 2B A B 3A A B B A B A 4B A B B 5B B B A B 6B A 7A B B 812 3 45 67 8(b) LZ parse constructed by the Fiala{Greene variation.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27B 1A B 2B A B 3A A B B A B A 4B A B B 5B B B A B 6B A A B B 712 34 567(c) LZ parse in (a) transformed into a linear LZ parse.Figure 5.1: LZ parses for the string BABBABAABBABABABBBBBABBAABB.Theorem 5.10 The phrase set Z build by Algorithm 2 is a minimal right-directional LZ parse.Proof Clearly, Z is 1-spaced, right-directional, and consequently rooted byLemma 5.8. By Lemma 5.9, Z is pairwise right maximal and is therefore anLZ parse. It remains to show that it is minimal.Let J1; J2; : : : ; JjZj be the repeats of Z and J 01; J 02; : : : ; J 0jZ0j the repeatsof another right-directional LZ parse Z 0 in left-to-right order. We prove, by



5.1 Lempel{Ziv parse 671 2 3 4 5 6 7A 1B A 2 A A A 3 B 412 34 1 2 3 4 5 6 7A B 1 A A A A 2 B 3123Figure 5.2: A minimal right-directional LZ parse (left) and a smaller non-right-directional LZ parse (right).induction, that  �J 0i �  �Ji for all 1 � i � jZj. This shows that jZj � jZ 0j.The basis i = 1 is clear since  �J 01 = 2 =  �J1 . Assume then that i > 1 and ��J 0i�1 �  ��Ji�1. Then ��!J 0i�1 � ��!Ji�1, because Ji�1 is the longest possible repeatstarting at  ��Ji�1. This furthermore means that  �J 0i �  �Ji completing theinduction. �Remark 5.11 A non-right-directional LZ parse can be smaller than theminimal right-directional LZ parse as shown in Figure 5.2.Fiala{Greene construction In [FG89], Fiala and Greene describe a Ziv-Lempel compression scheme, which is one of the best variations of the family[BCW90]. The essence of their parsing algorithm is to replace the line 4 ofAlgorithm 2 with4' Let I ! J be a phrase of maximum length such that �J = i and  �I 2 f �J 0 j I 0 ! J 0 2 Zg [ f1gIn other words, there is the additional restriction that the next source muststart at the beginning of a previous repeat or at the beginning of the text.The change is implemented by replacing the su�x tree with a sparse su�xtree containing only the relevant su�xes. An example of the Fiala{GreeneLZ parse is shown in Figure 5.1(b).The resulting LZ parse might not be minimal but it is still quite small asshown by the compression results of the Fiala{Greene algorithm [BCW90]and by the analysis in the next section. The advantage over the optimalversion is a simpler construction algorithm that takes less space. WhileAlgorithm 2 needs 
(jT j log jT j) bits for the su�x tree, the Fiala{Greeneversion needs only O(jZj log jT j) bits for the sparse su�x tree.Theorem 5.12 The phrase set Z constructed by Fiala{Greene parsing isan LZ parse.



68 5 Lempel{Ziv indexProof Clearly, Z is 1-spaced, right-directional, and thus rooted. Whatremains to show is that Z is pairwise right maximal. This is shown by theproof of Lemma 5.9, which applies here, too, word for word. �Linear LZ parse Linearity of an LZ parse is a helpful property for somesecondary searching algorithms.De�nition 5.13 An LZ parse Z is linear if no source contains anothersource.Linearity means that the set of sources is fully �-ordered (Lemma 2.11).Lemma 5.14 Any LZ parse can be transformed into a linear LZ parse withthe same set of repeats.Proof Let I ! J and I 0 ! J 0 be phrases of an LZ parse Z such that Icontains I 0. The violation of linearity can be removed by replacing I 0 withI 00 = [ �I 0 + �J � �I ;�!I 0 + �J � �I ], i.e., by moving I 0 from inside I to insideJ . Because I and J have the same content, I 00 ! J 0 is still a phrase. Theresulting phrase set Z 0 is 1-spaced and is pairwise right maximal becausethe repeats have not changed.The above transformation is repeated until there are no more violationsof linearity. We still have to show that the transformation preserves rooted-ness and that the process ends eventually. We will do this by consideringthe changes in the phrase graph.Let O be an interval contained by I 0. In the phrase graph GZ , O has atleast two children, one (call it V 0) inside J 0, and another (call it V ) inside J .As a result of the above transformation, the edge from O to V 0 is replacedby the edge from V to V 0. In other words, the start of the edge is movedfrom a parent to a child. All changes in GZ are of this type. Thus the phrasegraph will stay a forest and, by Lemma 5.2, Z 0 is rooted. Furthermore, thechanges move edges downwards in the trees and thus the process must endat latest when all trees are linear lists. �Remark 5.15 The result of the transformation is likely to lose right-direc-tionality.An example of a linear LZ parse is shown in Figure 5.1(c).



5.1 Lempel{Ziv parse 695.1.4 AnalysisWe will now analyze the number of phrases in an LZ parse. The spacerequirement of the LZ index has at least linear dependence on it.For the rest of this subsection, let T be a text, and Z an LZ parse ofT . Let jjZjj denote the sum of the lengths of the phrases of Z. Let cldenote the number of distinct substrings of length l in T , and c = c1 thenumber of di�erent characters in T . Let N = jZj. For simplicity, assumethat jT j > c � 2; the other cases are trivial. Then N � 1.Lemma 5.16 Let l � 0. The LZ parse Z has at most cl+1 phrases of lengthat most l.Proof Let I ! J and I 0 ! J 0 be two di�erent phrases of length at most l.Append l+1 arbitrary characters to the end of the text so that T [ �J ; �J + l]and T [ �J 0 ; �J 0+l] are certain to be de�ned. By the pairwise right maximality,T [ �J ; �J + l] 6= T [ �J 0 ; �J 0 + l] except if J or J 0 is the last phrase of the text,and furthermore, T [ �J ; �J + l] 6= T [1; 1 + l] 6= T [ �J 0 ; �J 0 + l]. Thus, thenumber of such phrases cannot be more than cl+1. �In particular, the number of empty phrases in Z is at most c.Lemma 5.17 Let ` be the integer such that c` < N � c`+1. The sum of thelengths of the phrases is jjZjj � N`�Pì=1 ci.Proof By Lemma 5.16, an LZ parse with the smallest combined lengthwould have c1 empty phrases, c2� c1 phrases of length 1, c3� c2 phrases oflength 2, etc. The longest phrases would be of length ` and their numberwould be N � c`. Thus a lower bound for the sum of the lengths is`�1Xi=1 i�ci+1 � ci�+ `(N � c`) = N`� X̀i=1 ci: �For the next step, we need the following result.Lemma 5.18 For any 0 � b � 1 and c � 1, b(c� 1) � cb � 1.Proof Let f(c) = b(c�1)�(cb�1). Since f 0(c) = b�bcb�1 � 0 everywherein the range, f(c) � f(1) = 0. �



70 5 Lempel{Ziv indexLemma 5.19 The length of the text T isjT j � N (logcN)� N � cc� 1 :Proof Due to 1-spacing, the length of the text isjT j = jjZjj+N � N(`+ 1)� X̀i=1 ci:The lower bound is minimal when each ci is as large as possible. Thus,assume that ci = ci for all i. Then ` + 1 = dlogcNe = logcN + b, whereb = dlogcNe � logcN . ThusjT j � N(`+ 1)� c`+1 � cc� 1 � N (logcN + b)� Ncbc� 1 + cc� 1� N  logcN + b� cbc� 1!+ cc� 1 � N �logcN � 1c� 1�+ cc� 1= N (logcN)� N � cc� 1 ;because b� cb=(c� 1) � �1=(c� 1) by lemma 5.18. �Theorem 5.20 The size of the LZ parse Z is at mostjZj � jT j � c=(c� 1)logc jT j � logc logc jT j � 1=(c� 1) :Proof Let f(x) = x logc x�(x�c)=(c�1). It is easy to verify by elementarycalculus that f(x) is an increasing function of x when c � 2 and x � 1. Also,easy to verify is that f(n= logc n) � n when n > c � 2. Let bN be such thatf( bN) = jT j. Then bN � jT j= logc jT j, andjT j = bN �logc bN � 1c� 1� + cc� 1� N̂ �logc jT j � logc logc jT j � 1c� 1�+ cc� 1 :By Lemma 5.19, f(N) � jT j = f( bN), and thereforeN � N̂ � jT j � c=(c� 1)logc jT j � logc logc jT j � 1=(c� 1) : �



5.2 Algorithms 71We have shown that jZj = O(jT j= logj�j jT j). This is, on the other hand,also the asymptotically minimal size of an LZ parse in the worst case asshown by the following result.Theorem 5.21 For any positive integer n and any alphabet �, there existsa text T 2 �n such that any LZ parse Z of T satis�esjZj � jT jllogj�j jT jm :Proof For any positive integer k and an alphabet � there exists a string oflength j�jk+k�1 which contains exactly one occurrence of each string in �k.Such strings, known as de Bruijn sequences, can have no nontrivial phraseslonger than k� 1. Let k be the smallest integer such that j�jk + k� 1 � n,which means that k = dlogj�j(n� k + 1)e � dlogj�j ne. Let T be the pre�xof length n of the de Bruijn sequence of length j�jk + k � 1. Then, any LZparse over T must have at least n=k � n=dlogj�j ne phrases. �Both the upper and the lower bound hold for any LZ parse. Similarupper and lower bounds were given for the minimal right-directional LZparse in [LZ76].In the LZ77 variation of Ziv{Lempel compression, a repeat is replacedwith a reference to a source. Such a reference requires �(log jT j) bits (onaverage).1 Thus, the size of the compressed text is �(jZj log jT j) bits which,by the above results, is O(jT j log j�j) bits, the same as the size of the originaltext. However, this is for the worst case, an incompressible text. If the textis compressible by Ziv-Lempel compression, the compression is achieved byreducing the number of phrases. Then the space requirement of the LZindex is reduced, too.5.2 AlgorithmsNext we describe primary and secondary searching algorithms for stringpattern matching with an LZ parse.1This assumes that the position of sources is not restricted, e.g., to be inside a smallerwindow as is done in many variations. But in such a case, the upper bound on thenumber of phrases would not hold either.



72 5 Lempel{Ziv index5.2.1 Primary searchingThe primary search problem is to �nd the primary occurrences of a patternP , i.e., the occurrences that are not contained by any repeat. Primaryoccurrences can be alternatively characterized as follows.De�nition 5.22 A boundary of a phrase set is an interval that is not con-tained by any repeat of the phrase set but whose every proper subintervalis contained by some repeat.Lemma 5.23 An occurrence is primary if and only if it contains a bound-ary.This characterization, although applicable to any phrase set, is particu-larly helpful for LZ parses as shown by the following result.Lemma 5.24 Let J1 < J2 < � � � < JN be the phrase repeats of an LZ parseZ. The boundaries of Z are the intervals [1; 0] and [ �Ji �1], for i = 2; : : : ; N .Remark 5.25 The interval [1; 0] is the only primary occurrence of theempty interval. Any nonempty interval that contains [1; 0] must also contain[1] = [ �J1 � 1]. Thus, assuming an empty interval cannot be an occurrence,we can use [ �Ji � 1], for i = 1; : : : ; N , as the set of boundaries.In other words, to check whether an occurrence is primary, all we have toknow about the LZ parse is the positions (intervals of length 1) of the Nboundaries.With a string pattern P , the length of all occurrences is jP j. Thus, everyprimary occurrence O of P can be speci�ed by giving a boundary that Ocontains and the position of O that overlaps the boundary.De�nition 5.26 Let Z be an LZ parse of a text T , and B = f[b1]; : : : ; [bN ]g,b1 < b2 < � � � < bN the boundaries of Z. Also, de�ne b0 = 0. Let O be aprimary occurrence of a string pattern P in T . A reference pair of O is apair (i; j), 1 � i � N , 1 � j � jP j, such that [bi � j + 1; bi � j + jP j] = O.If, additionally, bi � j + 1 > bi�1, the pair (i; j) is the canonical referencepair and [bi] the canonical boundary of O.The canonical boundary is simply the left-most one of the boundaries of anoccurrence.There is a one-to-one correspondence between canonical reference pairsand primary occurrences. Thus, the primary search problem is to �nd allpairs (i; j), 1 � i � N , 1 � j � jP j, satisfying the following conditions:



5.2 Algorithms 731. T [bi � j + 1; bi � j + jP j] = P (speci�es an occurrence)2. bi � j + 1 > bi�1 (is canonical)For each such pair, [bi� j +1; bi� j+ jP j] is a distinct primary occurrence.5.2.2 Reduction to two-dimensional range searchingIt is helpful to break a primary occurrence into three parts: the canon-ical boundary and the parts before and after the boundary (which may beempty). Then we can rewrite the conditions that a canonical reference pair(i; j) must satisfy as follows:1. P [j] = T [bi]2. P [1; j � 1] is a su�x of T [bi�1 + 1; bi � 1] and3. P [j + 1; jP j] is a pre�x of T [bi + 1; jT j].Note the asymmetry in the last two conditions; the middle one includes thecanonicality condition.For each a 2 �, let Ba be the set fbi j 1 � i � N; T [bi] = ag. Thefollowing algorithm computes the primary occurrences.Algorithm 3 Primary search1 O0 := ;2 for j 2 [1; jP j] do3 a := P [j]4 X = fbi 2 Ba j P [1; j � 1] is a su�x of T [bi�1 + 1; bi � 1]and P [j + 1; jP j] is a pre�x of T [bi + 1; jT j]g5 O0 := O0 [ f[bi � j + 1; bi � j + jP j] j bi 2 Xg6 return O0Computing X on line 4 is the di�cult part of the algorithm. We need,for each Ba, a data structure that can be used for quickly computing Xgiven the strings P [1; j � 1] and P [j + 1; jP j]. We can break the task intosubtasks as follows.4.1 X1 = fbi 2 Ba j P [1; j � 1] is a su�x of T [bi�1 + 1; bi � 1]g4.2 X2 = fbi 2 Ba j P [j + 1; jP j] is a pre�x of T [bi + 1; jT j]g4.3 X = X1 \X2



74 5 Lempel{Ziv indexThe computation of X2 is a pre�x matching query (Problem 2.24). Thecomputation of X1 is the symmetric su�x matching query. Thus X1 andX2 are ranges in two di�erent orderings of Ba. We can think of a boundarybi 2 Ba as a reference to the point (T [bi�1 + 1; bi � 1]; T [bi + 1; jT j]) of thetwo-dimensional universe �� � ��. Then X1 and X2 are ranges in the twodimensions, X is a two-dimensional range, and the computation on line 4 isa two-dimensional range query.In Section 3.6, we gave solutions to two-dimensional range searching inrank space. For two-dimensional range searching in �����, we also need atransformation to the rank space. In the above algorithm, the sets X1 andX2 can be represented as ranges of ranks. Then lines 4.1 and 4.2 performthe transformations into the rank space and can be implemented with datastructures for ranking strings. Line 4.3 performs the two-dimensional rangequery in the rank space.Now we have reduced primary searching to string ranking and two-di-mensional range searching in rank space. Algorithm 3 does O(jP j) queries ofeach type, and these queries dominate the time requirement of the algorithm.We need 3 data structures for each of the boundary sets Ba, a 2 �, two forranking and one for range searching. The total number of points in thesedata structures is �(jZj). The worst case for both space and time is whenone set Ba has 
(jZj) boundaries, and that set is queried 
(jP j) times. Thisis the case we analyze below.5.2.3 Secondary searchingBefore the analysis of primary searching, we take a look at secondary search-ing, which is much easier. In Section 4.2.3, we described Algorithm 1, a gen-eral algorithm for secondary searching. Algorithm 1 has two places whereimplementation details are nontrivial, the range containment query on line 6and the duplicate check on line 8. With LZ parses, the latter is not a prob-lem: with non-overlapping repeats, no occurrence is found multiple times.The range containment query could be implemented with the data struc-ture of Remark 3.18 as suggested in Section 4.2.3. The resulting time forthe whole secondary search is O(k log log jT j).In Lemma 5.14, we showed that any LZ parse can be made linear withouta�ecting the repeats and, thus, primary searching. Thus we can assumelinearity, which enables better methods for the range containment query.In a linear LZ parse, the sources are fully �-ordered. The sources thatcontain an occurrence O form a range in this ordering. The range can becomputed with two ranking queries, one to determine the �rst source I with�!I � �!O , and the other to determine the last source I 0 with  �I 0 �  �O .



5.2 Algorithms 75Table 5.1: Space and time requirements of the LZ index with di�erent solu-tions for the two-dimensional range search problem.space query timejT j log jT j log j�jlog log log jT j jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log log jT j+ kjT j1" log jT j log j�jlog log jT j jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log" jT j + kjT j �log j�j+ 1" log" jT j� jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log jT j + 1"kjT j (log j�j+ log log jT j) jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log jT j + k log log jT jjT j �log j�j+ 1"� jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log jT j + 1"k log" jT jjT j �log j�j+ 1"� jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP jjT j" + kFor the ranking, we use the bucketed bitmap of Theorem 3.1. The spacerequirement is O(jT j) bits since the universe is [1; jT j]. With the O(1) querytime of the bucketed bitmap, the whole secondary search time is O(1 + k).5.2.4 AnalysisWith the e�cient method for secondary searching, the time and space re-quirement of the whole string matching query is dominated by primarysearching. The primary searching, in turn, is dominated, in the worstcase, by O(jP j) ranking queries in a set of O(jZj) strings and O(jP j) two-dimensional range queries in the rank space of a set of O(jZj) points.For string ranking, we use the path-compressed trie of Theorem 3.11,and in particular, the variation of Table 3.3 (page 36). The assumptions ofthe table, that the space requirement of the task is polynomial in the lengthof the text and that the query time is optimized for long patterns, aregood for the present case. Since now jV j = O(jZj) = O(jT j= logj�j jT j), thespace requirement is O(jT j log j�j) bits. There are O(jP j) queries requiringO(jP j log j�j= log jT j + log log jT j) time each, which gives a total time ofO(jP j2 log j�j= log jT j+ jP j log log jT j).For the remaining problem of two-dimensional range searching, we canuse any of the data structures of Section 3.6. The properties of a number ofdata structures with di�erent space{time tradeo�s were given in Table 3.7.In the present case, jV j = jZj and each string matching query needs O(jP j)two-dimensional range queries. Assuming jZj = �(jT j= logj�j jT j) (the worstcase), the properties of the whole LZ index corresponding to the di�erentsolutions for two-dimensional range searching are given in Table 5.1.



76 5 Lempel{Ziv indexWe are particularly interested in solutions with the optimal space re-quirement of O(jT j log j�j) bits. In Table 5.1, the value " is shown explicitlyeverywhere. Thus it does not need to be a constant. On the last two lines,we can replace " with "= log j�j to get the following theorem.Theorem 5.27 A text T 2 �� can be stored in O(1" jT j log j�j) bits so thatall occurrences of a pattern P can be found in timeO jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log jT j+ 1"k log j�j log"= log j�j jT j!or O jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP jjT j"= log j�j + k! ;where k is the number of occurrences and " is a positive constant.Of the other possibilities, the following two are particularly interesting.Theorem 5.28 A text T 2 �� can be stored in O(jT j(log j�j+ log log jT j))bits so that all occurrences of a pattern P can be found in timeO jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log jT j+ k log log jT j! ;where k is the number of occurrences.Theorem 5.29 A text T 2 �� can be stored in O(jT j(log j�j+ 1" log" jT j))bits so that all occurrences of a pattern P can be found in timeO jP j2 log j�jlog jT j + jP j log jT j+ 1"k! ;where k is the number of occurrences and " is a positive constant.The space and time requirements of the di�erent variations of the LZindex are generally somewhere between the traditional text indexes andsequential search algorithms. The interesting point of comparison is thesparse su�x tree (Section 3.4.2). Comparing Table 5.1 to Table 3.6 showsthat the properties of the two data structures are remarkably similar. TheLZ index has the extra term O(jP j2 log j�j= log jT j) in all time requirements,but if that term is ignored, the LZ index dominates the sparse su�x tree inall areas of the space{time tradeo� spectrum. In particular, the results inTheorems 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 cannot be matched by the sparse su�x tree.



5.3 Concluding remarks 775.3 Concluding remarksThe di�erent space{time tradeo�s were achieved by using di�erent methodsfor the two-dimensional range searching. Another possibility for adjustingthe tradeo� would be to change the phrase set. In particular, the spacingof repeats could be either larger or smaller, including letting the repeatsoverlap (see next chapter). The primary searching scheme described herecan, in principle, be extended for such cases. The concept of a boundary(De�nition 5.22) was already de�ned for arbitrary phrase sets. Based onLemma 5.23, boundaries can be used as `anchor points' for primary search-ing. As an exercise, the reader may think what boundaries are for themaximal coverage phrase sets of Example 4.15.An interesting area of the space{time plane is the space of o(jT j log j�j)bits. In [FT98], Farach and Thorup describe an algorithm for (unindexed)string matching in Ziv{Lempel compressed texts without decompression.The compression is based on a phrase set that is essentially an LZ parse.The space requirement is O(jZj log jT j) bits, the size of the compressed text(see comments in Section 5.1.4). This is o(jT j log j�j) bits if the text com-presses enough. The search requires O(jZj log2(jT j=jZj) + jP j) randomizedtime. In LZ indexing, most of the data structures can be �t in O(jZj log jT j)bits. The exception is the text itself; the uncompressed text is needed instring ranking. To get to o(jT j log j�j) bits, we need a data structure forstring ranking that works over a compressed text. One possible approach isdescribed in [dMNZ97]. It uses (sparse) su�x arrays on a text compressedwith word-based Hu�man coding [BSTW86, Mof89]. The method is in-tended for natural language texts, but could perhaps be adapted to workwith LZ indexing. Alternatively, it might be possible to replace the su�xarray with a repetition-based index using the repetition information in theHu�man coding.
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Chapter 6Lempel{Ziv index for q-gramsFinding all occurrences of given q-grams is an important subproblem in someapproximate string matching algorithms. In this chapter, we describe a newrepetition-based text index for q-gram matching that uses a variation of theLempel{Ziv parse as the phrase set. The material is mostly from [KS98].6.1 q-gram indexesA q-gram index of a text is a data structure that allows one to quickly �ndall occurrences of a given q-gram in the text. In other words, it is a patternmatching index for the pattern class of q-gram patterns (De�nition 2.19).6.1.1 Approximate string matching with q-gramsThe approximate string matching query asks for all occurrences of an ap-proximate string pattern (De�nition 2.20) in a text. A large number ofmethods for the problem have been developed (see, e.g., [Nav98]). Many ofthe best algorithms work in two phases. The �rst phase is a �ltering phasethat identi�es a set of text regions where all the occurrences must be. Thesecond phase then scans those regions with a sequential algorithm to �ndthe occurrences.Many di�erent ways for characterizing the interesting text regions havebeen described. Several of them are based on q-grams. The idea is thatan interesting region must have some amount of q-grams common withthe pattern. There are many variations of the methods. One way toclassify them is by what q-grams are involved: 1) all pattern and textq-grams [JU91, HS94], 2) all text q-grams and a set of non-overlappingpattern q-grams [Mye94, NBY98], or 3) all pattern q-grams and a set of79



80 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-gramsnon-overlapping text q-grams [ST96]. All the mentioned references use a q-gram index to quickly �nd the matching text q-grams; there are also manyonline or unindexed q-gram methods that �nd the text q-grams by a se-quential search. A good exposition of both indexed and unindexed q-grammethods is given in [Sut98].Of the three categories mentioned above, the last one is not relevantto us because the q-gram index developed here represents all text q-grams.The algorithms in the second category actually use non-overlapping patternsubstrings that need not be q-grams. In fact, Myers' algorithm [Mye94]generates all approximate variations of the pattern substrings. However,both in [Mye94] and in [NBY98], a q-gram index for the text is used, and itcan be replaced with the LZ index for q-grams.6.1.2 Traditional q-gram indexesThe traditional implementation of a q-gram index is an access structure,such as a trie, a lookup table or a hash table, that provides an access to alist of occurrences of the query q-gram. The space requirement of such adata structure is O(jT j log jT j) bits and query time is O(1 + k), where k isthe number of occurrences. We assume here, and throughout the chapter,that a q-gram �ts into a constant number of words, and that the queryq-gram is given in bit-packed form; otherwise the the time to process thequery q-gram, e.g. �(q), should be added to the query time.The query time of the traditional q-gram index is obviously optimal, butthe space requirement is not. When q is small enough, the access structurecan be quite small, but O(jT j log jT j) bits is always required for the occur-rence lists. The repetition-based q-gram index described here also uses anaccess method for the distinct q-grams in the primary search phase. Anyaccess method of a traditional index can be used. The lists of occurrences,however, are replaced by a new secondary search data structure that has asmaller space requirement but still o�ers optimal query time.6.2 Lempel{Ziv parse for q-gramsThe phrase set we use combines the bene�ts of two phrase sets presented inearlier chapters, the maximal coverage phrase sets (De�nition 4.14) and LZparses (De�nition 5.1). It does not satisfy the letter of either de�nition, butit does satisfy the spirit of both. The phrase set is like a maximal coveragephrase set except that instead of covering all but one occurrence of eachsubstring, it covers all but one occurrence of each q-gram. It is like an LZparse except that repeats are allowed to overlap by q � 1 positions. Then,



6.2 Lempel{Ziv parse for q-grams 81no occurrence of a q-gram is covered more than once and the phrase set hasall the bene�ts of non-overlapping repeats. We will call the phrase set anLZ parse for q-grams.6.2.1 ConstructionThe following algorithm computes the LZ parse for q-grams and also all theprimary occurrences of the q-grams. An example of the operation of thealgorithm is shown in Figure 6.1.Algorithm 4 Construction of the LZ parse for q-gramsInput: text TOutput: LZ parse Z for q-grams,set Q of primary occurrences of q-grams1 Z := ;2 Q := f[1; q]g3 i := 24 while i � jT j � q + 1 do5 Let I ! J be the phrase with smallest  �I such that �J = i,  �I < i and the phrase length is maximal6 if jJ j � q then7 Z := Z [ fI ! Jg8 i := �!J � q + 29 else10 Q := Q[ f[i; i + q � 1]g11 i := i+ 112 return Z, QThe algorithm is quite similar to Algorithm 2 for the basic LZ parseconstruction. In fact, for q = 0 it is the same algorithm except for therequirement on line 5 that  �I is as small as possible. Algorithm 2 allowsany choice of  �I that satis�es the other requirements.The implementation details are the same, including choosing the phraseson line 5 during an online construction of the su�x tree. The additionalrequirement of a minimal  �I is naturally satis�ed by the construction. Aswith Algorithm 2, we can have the Fiala{Greene variation by replacing line 5with5' Let I ! J be the phrase with smallest  �I such that �J = i,  �I 2 f �J 0 j I 0 ! J 0 2 Z or J 0 2 Qgand the phrase length is maximal



82 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31B A B B A B A B B A B A B B A B B A B A A B B A B A A B B A AB A BA B BB B AB A BA B AB A B B A B A B B A BA B B A B AB A AA A BA B B A B A A B B AB A AFigure 6.1: An example of LZ parsing for 3-grams by Algorithm 4. Thetext is at the top. The rest of the lines show the repeats (white back-ground) and the primary occurrences of 3-grams (gray background) in theorder they are formed by Algorithm 4. The sources are shown as boxeson the line of the corresponding repeats. The output of Algorithm 4 inthis case is f[1; 3] ! [4; 6]; [1; 11] ! [6; 16]; [2; 7] ! [15; 20]; [15; 24] ![21; 30]; [19; 21]! [29; 31]g; f[1; 3]; [2; 4]; [3; 5]; [5; 7]; [19; 21]; [20; 22]g.Note again that, if q = 0, this is identical to the algorithm in Section 5.1.3with the exception of the requirement that  �I is minimal.The following lemma is a result of the additional requirement that  �I isminimal.Lemma 6.1 No repeat of a phrase set Z constructed by Algorithm 4 con-tains a source of Z.Proof By the requirement that  �I is as small as possible, a source I is the�rst occurrence of T (I) in T . On the other hand, a repeat J 0 is never the�rst occurrence of T (J 0). Thus a repeat J 0 cannot contain a source I. �Remark 6.2 Any LZ parse could be made to satisfy Lemma 6.1 by mov-ing sources but not repeats. The idea is similar to the linearization inLemma 5.14.The phrase set constructed by Algorithm 4 (and its Fiala{Greene vari-ation) also has the key property of LZ parses, pairwise right maximality



6.2 Lempel{Ziv parse for q-grams 83(De�nition 5.6) and, in fact, a slightly stronger property as shown by thefollowing lemma.Lemma 6.3 Let Z be the phrase set constructed by Algorithm 4, and let Z 0consist of [1; 0]! [1; 0] and the set of phrases that are constructed on line 5but discarded on line 6 because they are shorter than q. The set Z [ Z 0 ispairwise right maximal.Proof The proof is the same as for Lemma 5.9. �Algorithm 4 also computes the set Q of q-gram occurrences with thefollowing characterizations.Lemma 6.4 Let Z and Q be the outputs of Algorithm 4. The set Q is theset of primary occurrences of q-grams with respect to the phrase set Z, andthe set of �rst occurrences of q-grams in the text T .Proof Consecutive repeats constructed by Algorithm 4 overlap by q � 1positions except when a phrase is discarded on line 6. Thus the repeatscover all q-grams except those added to the set Q. Therefore, Q is the setof primary occurrences. Since the phrases are made as long as possible online 5, the discarding on line 6 happens if and only if the q-gram left un-covered has not occurred before. Therefore, Q is the set of �rst occurrences.�6.2.2 AnalysisWe will now analyze the number of phrases in an LZ parse for q-grams. Itis useful to compare the analysis to the analysis in Section 5.1.4, especiallyin the case q = 0.For the rest of this subsection, let T be a text, and Z and Q the outputof Algorithm 4. Let jjZjj denote the sum of the lengths of the phrases. Letcl denote the number of distinct substrings of length l in T , and c = c1 thenumber of di�erent characters in T . Let N = jZj, and M = jQj = cq. Forsimplicity, assume that jT j > c � 2; the other cases are trivial.Lemma 6.5 Let l � q. Then Z has at most cl+1 � cq + 1 phrases of lengthat most l.Proof Let Z 0 be as in Lemma 6.3. Let I ! J and I 0 ! J 0 be two phrasesof Z [ Z 0 of length at most l. Append l � q + 1 arbitrary characters tothe end of the text so that T [ �J ; �J + l] and T [ �J 0 ; �J 0 + l] are certain to be



84 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-gramsde�ned. By Lemma 6.3, T [ �J ; �J + l] 6= T [ �J 0 ; �J 0 + l] except if J or J 0 is thelast phrase of the text. Thus, the number of such phrases cannot be morethan cl+1 + 1. Of those phrases jZ 0j = jQj = cq are not in Z. �Lemma 6.6 Let ` be the integer such that c` � cq +1 < N � c`+1� cq +1.The sum of the lengths of the phrases is jjZjj � (N + M � 1)` �Mq �Pì=q+1 ci.Proof By Lemma 6.5, an LZ parse with the smallest combined lengthwould have cq+1�cq phrases of length q, cq+2�cq+1 phrases of length q+1,cq+3 � cq+2 phrases of length q + 2, etc. The longest phrases would be oflength ` and their number would be N � c` + cq � 1. Thus a lower boundfor the sum of the lengths is`�1Xi=q i�ci+1 � ci�+ `(N � c` + cq � 1) = (N + cq � 1)`� qcq � X̀i=q+1 ci: �Lemma 6.7 The length of text T isjT j � (N +M � 1)�logc N +M � 1M �+M � N � 1c� 1 :Proof The primary occurrences have a combined length of Mq. The totaloverlap of the N+M repeats and primary occurrences is (N+M�1)(q�1).Thus the length of the text isjT j = jjZjj+Mq � (N +M � 1)(q � 1)� (N +M � 1)(`� q + 1)� X̀i=q+1 ci:The length is minimal when each ci is as large as possible. Since anysubstring of length i � q consists of a q-gram followed by i � q charac-ters, ci � Mci�q. Assume then that ci = Mci�q for all i � q. Sincec` < (N +M � 1) � c`+1, we have that c`�q < (N +M � 1)=M � c`�q+1.Thus `�q+1 = dlogc((N+M�1)=M)e = logc((N+M �1)=M)+b, whereb = dlogc((N +M � 1)=M)e � logc((N +M � 1)=M). Therefore,X̀i=q+1 ci =M `�qXi=1 ci =M c`�q+1 � cc� 1 = (N +M � 1) cbc� 1!� cc� 1M:



6.2 Lempel{Ziv parse for q-grams 85Then jT j � (N +M � 1) logc N +M � 1M + b� cbc� 1!+ cc� 1M� (N +M � 1)�logc N +M � 1M � 1c� 1�+ cc� 1M= (N +M � 1)�logc N +M � 1M �+M � N � 1c� 1 ;because b� cb=(c� 1) � �1=(c� 1) by Lemma 5.18. �Unlike with the LZ parse of the previous chapter, we cannot give ageneral upper bound on the number of phrases better than O(jT j). Forlarge enough q, the average length of phrases need not be much more thanq. Then, due to the overlaps, the number of phrases is �(jT j). However,if we know some upper bound on q, or more generally, on the number Mof distinct q-grams, we can give a sublinear upper bound for N . This isformulated in the next theorem.Theorem 6.8 If M = O�jT j=(f(jT j) logc f(jT j))� for an increasing func-tion f(n) such that f(n) logc f(n) = O(n), then jZj = O(jT j= logc f(jT j)).Proof Assume that M = O�jT j=(f(jT j) logc f(jT j))� for f(n) as above. IfN = 
(jT j= logc f(jT j)), then logc((N +M � 1)=M) = 
(logc f(jT j)) and,by Lemma 6.7,N � jT j �M + (N � 1)=(c� 1)logc((N +M � 1)=M) �M + 1 = O� jT jlogc f(jT j)� �Applications of the theorem are given in the following corollaries.Corollary 6.9 If M = O(jT j1�"), where 0 < " < 1, then we have jZj =O(1" jT j= logc jT j).Proof Choose f(n) = n"= logc n in Theorem 6.8. �Corollary 6.10 If q � (1 � ") logj�j jT j, where 0 < " < 1, then we havejZj = O(1" jT j= logj�j jT j).Proof Follows from Corollary 6.9, since M � j�jq. �



86 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams6.3 AlgorithmsAlmost opposite to the previous chapter, primary searching is now easy whilesecondary searching is nontrivial. Since there is only one primary occurrencefor each q-gram, the primary search is executed as an access query for theset Q in the universe �q. It can be implemented using, e.g., hashing in aconstant time, assuming, as we do, that a q-gram �ts into constant numberof words. The space requirement is O(jQj log jT j) bits. Note that, unlike inthe previous chapter, the text itself is not needed. This part of the query isidentical with the traditional q-gram indexes.6.3.1 Secondary searchThe remaining part of the query, �nding all the secondary occurrences, isagain solved using the general secondary search method described in Algo-rithm 1 on page 57, where the idea is to �nd, for each occurrence of thequery q-gram, the sources that contain it. Recall that Algorithm 1 has twonon-trivial implementation details, the range containment query on line 6and the check for duplicate occurrences on line 8. Since the repeats of anLZ index for q-grams cannot overlap by more than q�1 positions, there canbe no duplicate occurrences, and the check on line 8 is not needed.For the range containment problem, we can use the same solution as withthe regular LZ parses in Section 5.2.3: linearize the phrase set (Lemma 5.14)and store the starting points and ending points of sources in bucketed bit-maps (Theorem 3.1). The space requirement is O(jT j+ jZj log jT j) bits andthe query time O(1 + k) for k occurrences. We have the following result.Theorem 6.11 Let T be a text with M distinct q-grams and Z its LZ parsefor q-grams. Then T and Z can be stored in O(jT j+ (jZj+M) log jT j) bitsso that all occurrences of any q-gram can be found in time O(1 + k), wherek is the number of occurrences.The worst case lower bound for jZj is 
(jT j= logj�j jT j), independentof q, and we need 
(jT j log j�j) bits just for storing the phrases. Thusthe bucketed bitmap method is, in this case, an optimal solution for therange containment problem, both in time and space. However, if the textis compressible, it is possible that the space requirement of the phrases,O(jZj log jT j) bits, is sublinear in jT j. Then the space requirement of thebucketed bitmaps, 
(jT j) bits, dominates. Note also that the space re-quirement of primary searching, O(jQj log jT j) bits, can also be o(jT j). InSection 6.4, we describe a new data structure, called the nesting leveledlist, for the range containment problem. It has the space requirement of



6.3 Algorithms 87O(jZj log jT j) bits and the query time of O(1 + k). Thus, it is optimal alsoin the case of compressible text. We have the following improved result.Theorem 6.12 Let T be a text with M distinct q-grams and Z its LZ parsefor q-grams. Then T and Z can be stored in O((jZj +M) log jT j) bits sothat all occurrences of any q-gram can be found in time O(1 + k), where kis the number of occurrences.6.3.2 Comparison to traditional q-gram indexesThe traditional q-gram index has the same time requirement as the LZindex, but the space requirement is O(jT j log jT j). The space advantageof the LZ index depends on the number M of distinct q-grams. For largeM , jZj+M can be �(jT j) and there is no space advantage. On the otherhand, Corollaries 6.9 and 6.10 give us the following cases, where the spacerequirement is reduced by the factor 
(logj�j jT j).Theorem 6.13 If M = O(jT j1�") for a constant 0 < " < 1, then T canbe stored in O(1" jT j log j�j) bits so that all occurrences of any q-gram can befound in time O(1 + k).Theorem 6.14 If q � (1 � ") logj�j jT j for a constant 0 < " < 1, then Tcan be stored in O(1" jT j log j�j) bits so that all occurrences of any q-gramcan be found in time O(1 + k).In the the approximate string matching methods using a q-gram indexin [JU91, HS94, NBY98], the optimal value of q depends on the pattern(P; d) and the type of the text (e.g., the alphabet size), but not on the lengthof the text. Then, for these methods, the LZ index has an asymptoticallysmaller space requirement than traditional q-gram indexes provided thatlog j�j = o(log jT j).In the q-gram method by Myers, the optimal value of q, for a randomtext, is logj�j jT j [Mye94]. For this value, the LZ index o�ers no spacesaving. However, it is possible to use a smaller value of q, but at the cost ofincreased query time. The precise e�ect of q is di�cult to analyze, and theanalysis is outside of the scope of this dissertation, but based on the analysisin [Mye94], if t(q) is the expected query time for the value q in a randomtext, the slowdown factor t((1 � ")q)=t(q) is roughly (jT j=t(q))". Anyway,the LZ index o�ers the possibility for a space{time tradeo�.



88 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams6.4 Nesting leveled listNext, we present a new data structure for the range containment problemthat rises in secondary searching (line 6 in Algorithm 1). The core datastructure, called the nesting leveled list is a general data structure for therange containment problem, but it leaves one aspect of the solution open.With additional data structures this open aspect is solved e�ciently for thespecial case of secondary searching with an LZ parse for q-grams.6.4.1 Nesting levelsIn Section 2.2.2, we described two orthogonal partial orders for ranges: con-tainment and precedence. Containment with distinct end points was callednesting. The nesting relation plays a key role in our data structure.De�nition 6.15 Let R be a set of ranges. The nesting depth of a range[i; j] in R, denoted by nlR([i; j]), is the largest integer ` for which there areranges f[i1; j1]; : : : ; [i`; j`]g in R such that [i; j] b [i1; j1] b � � � b [i`; j`].De�nition 6.16 The `th nesting level of R, denoted by NL`(R) is theset of ranges in R with the nesting depth `, i.e., NL`(R) = f[i; j] 2R j nlR([i; j]) = `g. Let H be the largest integer for which NLH(R) isnonempty. Then, NL0(R); NL1(R); : : : ; NLH(R) is the nesting level parti-tion of R.The importance of nesting levels is based on the following results.Lemma 6.17 Two intervals [i; j] and [i0; j0] are incomparable in � i� [i; j] b[i0; j0] or [i0; j0] b [i; j].Proof Follows from Lemma 2.11. �Theorem 6.18 Let R be a set of intervals and ` a non-negative integer.Then, � is a total order for NL`(R).Proof Let [i; j] and [i0; j0] be intervals in NL`(R). Assume, contradictoryto the theorem, that [i; j] and [i0; j0] are incomparable in �. Then, byLemma 6.17, [i; j] b [i0; j0] or [i0; j0] b [i; j]. Assume [i; j] b [i0; j0]. ThennlR([i; j]) > nlR([i0; j0]) which is a contradiction. Thus [i; j] and [i0; j0] arecomparable in �. �



6.4 Nesting leveled list 89[1; 3] [1; 11] [15; 24][2; 7] [19; 21] level 0level 1Figure 6.2: Two representations of the nesting leveled list for the LZ parseof Figure 6.1.6.4.2 Nesting leveled listNow we are ready to describe the new data structure nesting leveled list(NLL). The range containment problem it solves is to �nd the ranges thatcontain a query range. In our case, the set of ranges is the set I of sourcesof an LZ parse for q-grams, and the query range is an occurrence O of aq-gram Q. In this subsection, we will not take advantage of any specialproperties of this special case.The nesting leveled list is based on the concepts of the previous section.Let NL0(I); NL1(I); : : : ; NLH(I) be the nesting level partition of the setI. The nesting leveled list of I, NLL(I), consists of H + 1 �-orderedbidirectional lists, one for each nesting level NL`(I), ` = 0; : : : ;H. Recallthat � is a total order for NL`(I). There are also links between the nestinglevels, called parent links, from every source to one of its parents. A parentof a source I 2 NL`(I) is a source I 0 2 NL`�1(I) such that I b I 0. Everysource I has one or more parents unless I 2 NL0(I). The operations Pred,Succ and Parent supported by the NLL are de�ned as follows.De�nition 6.19 Let I be the immediate predecessor of I 0 in the list fortheir common nesting level. Then Pred(I 0) = I and Succ(I) = I 0. If Idoes not have a predecessor (successor), then Pred(I) = null (Succ(I) =null).De�nition 6.20 Let I 2 NL`(I), ` > 0. Then Parent(I) = I 0 for someI 0 such that I 0 2 NL`�1(I) and I b I 0. If I 2 NL0(I), then Parent(I) =null.Examples of NLLs are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.Suppose we know that a source I 2 NL`(I) contains an occurrence O ofthe q-gram Q. Then the sources in NL`(I) containing O form a continuousneighborhood of I in the list for NL`(I) and they can be found quicklyusing the operations Pred and Succ. That is, one just needs to follow thelist in both directions until encountering a source that does not contain O.



90 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-gramsFurthermore, every parent of I (particularly Parent(I)) also contains O.Therefore, starting from I, using Parent to change level and using Predand Succ to search the list on each level, we can �nd all sources in thenesting levels 0; : : : ; ` that contain O. The method is described in detail inProcedure ExtendFind.Procedure ExtendFindInput: occurrence O of a q-gram, source I that contains OOutput: all sources containing O on the nesting level of I and on the highernesting levels1 S := ;2 repeat3 S := S [ fIg4 I 0 := Pred(I)5 while I 0 6= null and O � I 0 do % search left6 S := S [ fI 0g7 I 0 := Pred(I 0)8 I 0 := Succ(I)9 while I 0 6= null and O � I 0 do % search right10 S := S [ fI 0g11 I 0 := Succ(I 0)12 I := Parent(I) % move to next level13 until I = null14 return SEach execution of an inner loop body in ExtendFind adds a new sourcecontaining O into S. Thus ExtendFind takes O(jSj) time. The spacerequirement of the data structures is O(jZj log jT j) bits.Given Procedure ExtendFind, the range containment problem is easyto solve if we can �nd a proper starting point, i.e., a source that contains Oin the deepest nesting level where there is one. Finding the starting pointe�ciently requires additional knowledge about the occurrence O and the setI. The additional knowledge we use depends on whether O is a primary ora secondary occurrence.6.4.3 Starting point for primary occurrencesFor primary occurrences, the starting points are found using precomputedStart-values.De�nition 6.21 Let O be the primary occurrence of a q-gram. Then,Start(O) = I for some I such that O � I 2 NL`(I), where ` is the



6.4 Nesting leveled list 91deepest level that has sources containing O. If no source contains O, thenStart(O) = null.The following algorithm now solves the range containment problem.Algorithm 5 Range containment for primary occurrencesInput: Primary occurrence O of a q-gramOutput: All sources containing O1 I := Start(O)2 if I = null then return ;3 else return ExtendFind(I;O)Algorithm 5 uses O(1+k) time to report k sources. The Start pointersrequire O(M log jZj) space for M distinct q-grams.6.4.4 Starting point for secondary occurrencesWe cannot a�ord to store a precomputed starting point for every secondaryoccurrence. Instead, we will make use of two pieces of additional knowledgeabout the occurrence O and the set I of sources. First, because O is asecondary occurrence, we know a repeat J that contains O. Second, byLemma 6.1, the repeat J cannot contain any sources.The potential starting points are the sources that overlap the repeat Jby at least q positions. As J cannot completely contain a source, we are leftwith the following possibilities of how such a source I lies with respect to J .1. Containing source: J � I2. Preceding source: I � J3. Succeeding source: J � IThe �rst category sources are guaranteed to contain the occurrence O. Thepreceding and succeeding sources may or may not contain O.Let KJ be the deepest nesting level that has a source containing J . Ifthere are no containing sources, de�ne KJ = �1. Let HJ be the deepestnesting level that has a containing, preceding or succeeding source with anoverlap of at least q. Again, if there are no such sources, de�ne HJ = �1.Now all nesting levels 0; : : : ;KJ have a source that contains O � J , andthe starting point for ExtendFind must be between levels KJ and HJ ,inclusive.The preceding edge for a repeat J contains the last preceding source fromeach of the levels KJ + 1; : : : ;HJ . Similarly, the succeeding edge contains



92 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams[11; 18][1; 23][2; 16] [11; 22][3; 15] [13; 21][4; 10] [8; 13] [15; 20][5; 9] [16; 19][6; 8]
KJHJ precedingedge succeedingedge

KJHJ
Figure 6.3: The �gure shows two representations of the same nesting leveledlist. At the top is the repeat J containing the current 3-gram occurrence.The levels KJ and HJ , and the corresponding preceding and succeedingedges are indicated in the �gure.the �rst succeeding source from each of the levels KJ + 1; : : : ;HJ . As thelevels KJ + 1; : : : ;HJ have no containing sources, the last preceding sourceand the �rst succeeding source on each level are adjacent on the list of theirnesting level. If neither of the two contains O, then neither does any othersource on the same level. Therefore, it is enough to search the precedingand succeeding edges for the starting point for ExtendFind. Precedingand succeeding edges are illustrated in Figure 6.3.The range containment query for a secondary occurrence is described indetail in Algorithm 6. The algorithm uses Bottom and PrecEdge whichare precomputed values de�ned as follows.De�nition 6.22 Let J be a repeat and let KJ and HJ be as above. IfKJ = �1, Bottom(J) = null. OtherwiseBottom(J) = I for some I thatis in NLKJ (I) and contains J . For 1 � ` � HJ �KJ , PrecEdge(J; `) = Isuch that I is the last source in NLKJ+`(I) that precedes J . Additionally,PrecEdge(J;HJ �KJ + 1) = null.If necessary, we will add a dummy source (e.g. [1; 0]) at the start of everynesting level list so that PrecEdge(J; `) is de�ned for all J and all ` =1; : : : ;HJ �KJ .



6.4 Nesting leveled list 93Algorithm 6 Range containment for secondary occurrenceInput: secondary occurrence O of a q-gram, repeat J containing OOutput: all sources containing O1 I := Bottom(J)2 ` := 13 I 0 := PrecEdge(J; 1)4 while I 0 6= null and �O � I 0 orSucc(I 0) 6= null and O � Succ(I 0)� do5 I := I 06 ` := `+ 17 I 0 := PrecEdge(J; `)8 if I = null then return ;9 else10 if O * I then I := Succ(I)11 return ExtendFind(I;O)Each round of the while loop in the algorithm passes a source thatcontains O (either I 0 or Succ(I 0)). Each of those sources will be foundand returned by ExtendFind. Thus the algorithm uses O(1 + k) time to�nd and report k sources. The space requirement for the Bottom pointersis clearly O(jZj log jT j) bits. For each value PrecEdge(J; `), 1 � ` �HJ �KJ , there is at least one preceding or succeeding source that overlapsJ by at least q positions. Repeats cannot overlap each other by more thanq � 1 positions. Thus, a source may overlap at most two repeats by qpositions without containing them. Therefore, the total number of elementson the PrecEdge lists is at most 2jZj, and the total space requirement isO(jZj log jT j) bits.6.4.5 ConstructionWe will next sketch an algorithm that constructs the nesting leveled list,and the augmenting data structures, the Start, Bottom and PrecEdgepointers, given the output of Algorithm 4.Algorithm 4 outputs three kinds of intervals: sources, repeats and pri-mary occurrences. The construction of NLL starts by sorting all these in-tervals together by the starting position. The intervals are then processedin the sorted order:� When a source is encountered, it is added to the (originally empty)nesting leveled list NLL.



94 6 Lempel{Ziv index for q-grams� When a repeat J is encountered, Bottom(J) and PrecEdge(J; `),for 1 � ` � HJ �KJ , are computed.� When a primary occurrence O is encountered, the value Start(O) iscomputed.A more detailed description of the construction algorithm is given below.1. All three kinds of intervals are sorted together into increasing orderof the starting positions. Among intervals with the same startingposition, sources are placed before repeats and occurrences, and theend position is used as an additional key if necessary.2. The intervals are processed in the sorted order. Let [i; j] be the intervalto be processed next and let K be the deepest level in the current NLLthat has a source I 0 containing [i; j]. The level K and the source I 0can be found, e.g., by a binary search among the latest sources of thenesting levels.3. The rest of the processing of the interval [i; j] depends on its type.� Let [i; j] be the source I. If I b I 0, then add I into NLL as thelast source on level K + 1 and set Parent(I) = I 0. Otherwise(i.e., when �!I = �!I 0 ) add I into NLL as the last source on levelK and set Parent(I) = Parent(I 0).In the former case, I may belong to the succeeding edge of thelatest repeat J 0. Following Section 6.4.4, let KJ 0 and HJ 0 be suchthat the current PrecEdge list for J 0 is from level KJ 0 + 1 toHJ 0 . If HJ 0 = K and I overlaps J 0 by at least q characters, thenset PrecEdge(J 0;K+1�KJ 0) = Prec(I). If Prec(I) = null(i.e., I is the �rst source on level K + 1), add a dummy sourceat the start of level K + 1.� If [i; j] is the repeat J , set Bottom(J) = I 0. Additionally, for` = 1; 2; : : :, set PrecEdge(J; `) = I`, where I` is the currentlylast source on level K+ `, until I` no more overlaps J by at leastq positions.� If [i; j] is the occurrence O, set Start(O) = I 0.The construction requires O((jZj+jQj) log(jZj+jQj)) time and O((jZj+jQj) log jT j) space. The time can be reduced by using, e.g., bucket sorting.



6.5 Concluding remarks 956.5 Concluding remarksThe remarkable feature of the LZ index for q-grams is that it is asymptot-ically optimal both in time and space when q is a constant or grows slowlyenough in the length of the text. No algorithm can �nd and report k occur-rences in better than �(1+ k) time, and unless the text is compressible, noindex can store the information about all q-grams of the text in less than�(jT j log j�j) bits. Furthermore, if the text does compress well, then so doesthe LZ index for q-grams, too.
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Chapter 7Concluding remarksRepetition-based indexing is a new way of looking at text indexing problems.Its main idea is to reduce the work done in pattern matching by usingprecomputed information about repetitions in the text. All text indexesare based on the same principle but often implicitly. With repetition-basedindexes, repetition information is the center piece around which the datastructures and algorithms are build. This information-centric approach,focusing at �rst on the relevant information rather than on particular datastructures and algorithms, leads to a more general view of the problem.The repetition-based indexing scheme we described provides a generalframework for text indexing based on representing repetition informationby phrases. We have seen that starting with di�erent phrase sets and de-veloping algorithms and data structures for them in the framework can leadto previously known text indexes as well as to new improved indexes.We have also discovered subtle connections between indexed string match-ing and some other problems. The connection to one-dimensional rangesearching is quite obvious, but the central role of two-dimensional rangesearching in the Lempel{Ziv index is rather surprising considering the one-dimensional nature of strings. The common factor of the Lempel{Ziv indexand Ziv{Lempel text compression is the Lempel{Ziv parse. The relevantproperty of Lempel{Ziv parses for both applications is the extensive butnonredundant repetition information.There are many possibilities for further development of the methods.� Better algorithms and data structures for the subproblems could leadto improvements of the present results. In particular, the primarysearching phase of the Lempel{Ziv index may still have room for im-provement.� Di�erent phrase sets can be used. Some ideas were mentioned in97



98 7 Concluding remarksSection 5.3, including non-1-spaced phrase sets and phrase sets basedon word-based Hu�man coding [BSTW86, Mof89].� The scheme itself might be extended beyond the formalization givenhere. For example, a source might be associated with multiple repeatsor even with approximate repeats.We have only considered string matching and its special case, q-grammatching. The scheme may also be used with other types of patterns. Inparticular, the secondary searching phase is not sensitive to the type of thepattern. For primary searching, new methods may have to be developed fordi�erent types of patterns.We have concentrated on asymptotic results. Many of the methodsare not practical. However, with simpler data structures, such as the k-dtree [Ben75] suggested for two-dimensional range searching in [KU96a], prac-tical indexes may be possible. The q-gram index, especially the version usingbucketed bitmaps (Theorem 6.11), might be useful in the presented form.Preliminary tests indicate that in both cases it is possible to get below thespace requirement of traditional indexes also in practice. Some preliminaryestimates of the practical size of the (NLL-based) q-gram index were givenin [KS98]. There are plans for further experimentation.Viewing problems from di�erent directions often leads to better under-standing of the problems and the di�culties involved. Repetition-basedindexing can provide a new and quite di�erent viewpoint to many patternmatching problems. The information-centric approach could also be usefulfor many other problems.
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